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Abstract
The growing cost for energy production and distribution as well as problems
related to environmental pollution have motivated the increasing interest
in the research of alternative solutions and, in particular, innovative tech-
nologies capable of compromising eﬃcient use of energy, production cost,
optimization and guaranteeing environmental sustainability. One of the
promising technologies suitable for waste heat recovery and low grade heat
is the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC). ORC’s oﬀer some advantages such
as: reliability, safety, noise, emissions and ﬂexibility. The work presented
in this thesis is aimed at studying and developing systems capable convert-
ing thermal energy that can be low grade heat sources like solar systems or
waste heat recovery from industrial wastes or wastes from Internal Combus-
tion Engine (ICE) into electrical and/or mechanical energy, based on the
ORC technology in the power range of 1-10 kWe. The work consists essen-
tially of two parts. The ﬁrst part includes literature overview, state of the
arts on ORC systems in general and the implementation of a process sim-
ulation model of micro ORC system and its integration in a solar thermal
plant. The second part includes laboratory work on both ORC test bench
and prototype, and the ﬁeld tests on a combined solar ORC facility. As
for the ﬁrst part, the literature work overviews the major ﬂuids commonly
employed in ORC applications in general and the micro systems up to a 100
kWe in particular, the overview extends to the main components installed
in a simple ORC like the expander types, feed pump types and ﬁnally the
heat exchangers suitable for heat recovery and low grade heat systems. The
overview ends with a general description of the various potential uses of this
technology, with particular focus on the kWe size applications. The thermo-
dynamic cycle of the ORC has been studied by creating a simulation model
for the considered working ﬂuid, R245fa, but capable of running with dif-
ferent working ﬂuids using the Engineering Equation Solver (EES) software.
Considering system integration, a co-simulator has been created using the
Trnsys-EES platforms to study the possibility of coupling an ORC to a solar
collector system. Trnsys is suitable for the modeling of the solar system and
is largely used by professionals in assessing the performance of thermal and
electrical energy systems. In the second part the experimental activity is
xii
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presented. The laboratory is equipped with an ORC test bench used to in-
vestigate the performance of the expander and a separate test bench used to
characterize the feed pump both available at the ENESYSLAB of the Uni-
versity of Trieste-Italy. During the laboratory experiments, the expander
isentropic eﬃciency measured is above 60%.
Considering integration of the ORC system analyses have been performed
on the ORC prototype coupled to a solar ﬁeld at the University of Florence
Italy. The developed models have been used to study and predict some
cycle performance parameters, in particular, the model developed for the
combined solar ORC oﬀers a fast comprehensive analysis of the system and
allows to easily predict and assess the performance of a solar powered ORC
and its system behavior at diﬀerent operating conditions, in particular, the
model show eﬃciencies above 4% for the combined solar ORC system. An
economic analysis concludes the work where the cost of realizing a solar-ORC
is presented, in the analyses, it has been shown that the payback time of the
considered plant is 10 years with reference to the Italian plan of incentives
as a plan of investment. This analyses conﬁrms the numerous advantages
obtainable from this type of technology and highlights improvements that
could be made to achieve better performance hence the feasibility of the
system if the installation cost is reduced.
xiii
Sommario
L’aumento dei costi della produzione e distribuzione dell’energia, nonché il
problema dell’inquinamento ambientale hanno portato all’aumento dell’inter-
esse per quanto riguarda la ricerca di soluzioni alternative e, in particolare, di
tecnologie innovative capaci di dimostrare un compromesso tra uso eﬃciente
dell’energia, costi di produzione della stessa, e ottimizzazione dei sistemi in
modo tale da garantire una sostenibilità ambientale. Una tecnologia molto
promettente da questi punti di vista, capace di sfruttare il calore di scarto a
basse temperature, è rappresentata dai cicli ORC, ossia cicli a vapore utiliz-
zanti ﬂuidi organici diversi dal comune vapore acqueo. I sistemi ORC oﬀrono
molti vantaggi, tra cui: aﬃdabilità, sicurezza di impiego, basse emissioni di
agenti inquinanti e in termini di rumore, nonché ﬂessibilità di utilizzo. Il
lavoro presentato in questa tesi riguarda lo studio e lo sviluppo di sistemi
ORC in grado di convertire energia termica a basse temperature, tipicamente
disponibile in sistemi di tipo solare o di recupero di calore da processi indus-
triali e motori a combustione interna, in potenza elettrica o meccanica, con
taglie tra gli 1 e i 10 kWe. Il lavoro presentato si costituisce principalmente
di due parti. La prima parte riguarda una ricerca bibliograﬁca inerente lo
stato dell’arte della tecnologia ORC e l’implementazione di un modello di
simulazione di processo di un sistema micro ORC e la sua integrazione in un
impianto di tipo solare termico. La seconda parte include la descrizione del
lavoro svolto in laboratorio sul prototipo ORC e i test operati sul campo su
un sistema combinato ORC solare. Per quanto riguarda la prima parte, una
ricerca è stata svolta sui ﬂuidi operativi più utilizzati in applicazioni ORC
con taglie elettriche ﬁno a 100 kWe. I componenti più importanti del sistema
sono stati investigati, con particolare attenzione per quanto riguarda i tipi
di espansore, di pompe e scambiatori di calore, impiegati per sistemi a bassa
temperatura. Le principali applicazioni dei sistemi nella taglia considerata
sono state considerate nel lavoro di ricerca svolto. Il ciclo termodinamico
del sistema ORC è stato studiato tramite lo sviluppo di un modello di sim-
ulazione per il ﬂuido scelto, R245fa, ma in grado di essere utilizzato anche
per lo studio di diverse tipologie di ﬂuido. Il modello è stato sviluppato
in EES. Per quanto riguarda l’integrazione del modello nel sistema a col-
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lettori solari, un modello di co-simulazione è stato sviluppato considerando
una sinergia tra EES e il software Trnsys. Nella seconda parte di questo
lavoro, l’attività sperimentale svolta è presentata in dettaglio. Il laboratorio
è attrezzato con un banco di prova per un sistema ORC usato per lo studio
delle performance in particolare del componente espansore, nonché un banco
di prova è anche disponibile, sempre presso l’ENESYSLAB dell’Università
di Trieste, per lo studio del componente pompa. Durante le prove sperimen-
tali è stata misurata un’eﬃcienza isentropica superiore al 60% per quanto
riguarda l’espansore.
Per quanto riguarda la parte di integrazione con il sistema a collettori solari,
una campagna sperimentale è stata condotta, utilizzando un prototipo ORC
collegato ad un campo a pannelli solari termici disponibile presso l’Università
di Firenze. I modelli sviluppati sono stati utilizzati per studiare e predire al-
cuni parametri operativi del sistema e, in particolare, con l’intendo di stimare
il comportamento del sistema stesso quando funzionante in diverse condizioni
operative. Dalle prove sperimentali condotte, sono state ottenute eﬃcienze
superiori a 4% per il sistema solare-ORC. Una analisi di tipo economico è
stata riportata a conclusione del lavoro, per quanto riguarda lo sviluppo di
un sistema solare-ORC, ottenendo un periodo di ritorno dell’investimento
di circa 10 anni, facendo riferimento al piano di incentivi energetici presenti
in Italia. L’analisi conferma i numerosi vantaggi che possono essere ottenuti
mediante l’uso di tale tecnologia e permette di evidenziare i possibili miglio-
ramenti che potrebbero essere implementati in modo tale da ottenere un





Waste heat losses arise both from conversion device ineﬃciencies and from
thermodynamic limitations on equipment and processes [1]. This concept is
not limited to industrial heat but also to conversion processes that involve
heat production. Heat recovery can be achieved through numerous methods
amongst which with the reuse of the heat within the same process and heat
transfer to other processes. In the second case, the most common method
is by means of a HE to transfer the unused heat to a secondary ﬂuid, thus
replacing the fossil fuels that would have been used as primary energy source.
Similarly to low temperature waste heat, low grade heat often obtained
from renewable sources like solar energy are generally ignored for power
generation processes and can represent a reliable option for the generation of
additional power or alternative for power generation. Amongst the recovery
options is the power generation using the Rankine cycle. The Steam Rankine
Cycle remains the widest used technology for power generation and covers
approximately 85% of the world’s electricity production [2]. When water
steam is not appropriate for an optimal heat recovery other working ﬂuids,
such as organic ﬂuids, can be used in a so called Organic Rankine Cycle
ORC.
1.2 Global energy scenario
The world today is faced with diﬀerent challenges amongst which energy
requirements with two major impacts: the intensive consumption of fossil
fuels resulting to the depletion of fuel reserves and emissions resulting from
energy conversion processes. In terms of the global demand for energy, the
expectations is a drastic increase over the next 30 years, mostly due to an
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increase in the quality of life in developing countries including China and
India. According to reports from the U.S. Energy Information Administra-
tion EIA2016 in International Energy Outlook 2016 [3], the global energy
demand is expected to increase by about 56% between 2010 and 2050 Fig-
ure 1.1. Much of the growth of energy consumption occurs in the so-called
Non-OECD countries, where demand is driven by strong economic growth
and expanding population in the long term. In Figure 1.1, it is possible to
see the energy consumption by region.
Figure 1.1: world energy consumption.
Based on the 2016 projection, between 2012-2040, the increase in energy
demand from Non-OECD countries is expected to rise by 71% while the
slower-growing OECD economies are considered to have gained a more ma-
ture energy consumption, are estimated with about 18% increase for the
considered period. To every increase in the consumption of energy is associ-
ated a corresponding increase of Green House Gas (GHG) emissions resulting
from the process of energy production, and in particular CO2.
2
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Figure 1.2: non-OECD energy consumption by region.
The projections also predict that in 2040, the value of the CO2 emissions
will correspond to an increase of about 46% respect to 2012. As can be seen
in Figure 1.2 and Figure 1.3 there is a great contribution to the increase
of such emissions from coal, this increase is very pronounced in developing
countries, in particular the production of carbon dioxide as regards Non-
OECD Nations in the year 2040, according to the forecast models, should
not exceed 127% of the OECD Nations. A projection of the global energy
related to CO2 emissions is shown in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.3: energy consumption projections 1990-2040 by fuel type.
The world energy consumption relative to 2010 by fuel type assumes
the following distribution: petroleum and other liquid fuels amounts with a
share of about 30%, followed by coal 29%, natural gas grows with a share
of 28%, about 5.7% from the nuclear and the remaining 14.2% renewables
(mainly biomass and hydro). In recent years, the global energy consump-
tion increased at an average of about 2% per year, but the classiﬁcation
between the various primary sources has not undergone major changes, so
also the contribution of renewable energy sources (including biomass, waste,
wind, hydroelectric, solar and geothermal) increased in absolute terms but
continues to contribute to the total with a share of approximately 14%.
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Figure 1.4: world energy-related CO2 emissions by fuel type 1990-2040.
In the current world energy landscape, electricity plays a major role with
about 40% of the total consumption of primary energy, about 67% of this
electricity production comes from thermal power plants largely fuelled by
coal and natural gas. Nuclear and hydroelectric plants provide a share of
about 16.3% and 12.8% respectively of the gross electricity production, while
the remaining 3.6% comes with other renewable sources (geothermal, wind,
solar and biomass, etc) Figure 1.5. Renewable energy, especially the so-
called non-traditional renewable sources: wind, solar, biofuels, waste and
biogas, oﬀer a contribution still marginal, although still growing, especially
in the european countries. Globally speaking, fossil fuels (oil, natural gas
and coal) currently contribute to the coverage of the world’s energy demand
for a share of 80%.
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Figure 1.5: world net electricity generation by energy source 2012-2040.
1.3 Renewable energy sources
According to the IEA2016 [3], renewables account for an increasing share
of the world’s total electricity supply Figure 1.6, and they are the fastest
growing source of electricity generation expected to grow from 22% in 2012
to 29% in 2040. Solar is the world’s fastest growing form of renewable energy,
with net solar generation estimated to increase by an average of 8.3%/year
with an increase of 15% while hydroelectric and wind both accounts for
33%, other renewables (mostly biomass and waste) account for the remaining
14%. The increase in energy generation using solar sources is partially due
to the drop in prices of the photovoltaic technology. As already discussed
above power generation nowadays is based on fossil fuels with the consequent
emissions of GHG and other pollutants compromising the environment. In
order to make the development of our civilization sustainable and causing
less harm to our environment, institutions and organizations are involved in
research of new energy sources for the production of clean energy.
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Figure 1.6: world net electricity generation from renewable power by fuel
type 2012-40. [3]
1.4 Waste heat recovery
An energy recovery from waste heat, even partial, would allow energy savings
of absolute interest and can be applied to all processes that involve conver-
sion associated with production of heat energy. For example, an ICE for the
automotive sector has a conversion eﬃciency that ranges from 20-35% de-
pending on the application and the size (considered as the ratio between the
available useful mechanical energy and the energy introduced by the fuel).
It follows that the remaining share of energy between 80-65% is released to
the environment in the form of heat. Similarly, if we consider electricity
generation plants, the conversion eﬃciency varies between 40 to 55%. Even
in this case, almost half of the introduced energy is released and dispersed
to the environment as heat. Very often the temperatures at which this en-
ergy is released is too low to justify energy recovery and transformation into
electrical energy. However, in most cases as in internal combustion engines,
the temperature of the exhaust gas is enough to justify, at least from a ther-
modynamic point of view, heat recovery and the subsequent conversion into
mechanical/electrical energy. Apart from ICE, high temperature waste heat
from industrial processes could constitute a source that if carefully recovered
could contribute to respond to the energy demand. This process could be
7
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for example cement manufacturing, where clinker, an intermediate product
should be cooled from about 1000 to say 100 ◦C using ambient air. In a
similar manner, the exhaust gases from a micro gas turbine contains a con-
siderable amount of heat that can be recovered providing additional electric
power, thus increasing the system’s overall eﬃciency. In all of the above
mentioned cases, the heat could be recovered by direct heating, making it
pass directly through the evaporator of an ORC or by means of an interme-
diate ﬂuid (diathermic oil) to serve as he heat source. In case of intermediate
ﬂuid as heat carrier, the evaporator is preferred to the boiler implemented
in other ORC machines available on the market [4]. The choice of an evapo-
rator for a boiler makes it possible to use the same design with standardized
components for all possible ORC applications: waste heat recovery from
small industrial processes or from ICE.
1.5 Aim of this research
Energy transformation processes are associated with the production of heat
that is often discharged as wastes, this, due to the ineﬃciency in the conver-
sion technology usually employed. Low grade heat is generally less exploited
as primary energy source due to its poor quality compared to conventional
energy sources, even when exploited, there is a general use of medium-large
plant sizes with relatively high costs. The beneﬁts attainable by recovering
energy from waste heat or exploiting low grade heat could be non negligi-
ble if eﬃcient and cost eﬀective conversion technologies are employed both
on environmental basis as well as economic savings. Among the diﬀerent
technologies employed for the conversion of thermal energy into mechani-
cal/electrical energy, the use of technologies involving thermodynamic cy-
cles like the ORC of the micro size range, continue to be a challenge for the
scientiﬁc community. A contribution in the diﬀusion of this technology, will
be a ﬁrst step towards its maturity thus feasibility. In this framework, this
research aims to assess the potentials of Organic Rankine Cycles ORC for
the recovery of low grade waste heat through theoretical and experimental
analysis considering system of 1-10 kWe power range, contributing to the
development of small ORC’s. In particular, solar energy has been consid-
ered as the heat source. An ORC prototype has been developed, coupled to
a solar collector system and the combined solar-ORC system characterized.
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1.6 Methodology
To meet the objectives of this research, both the theorical and experimental
approaches have been considered: The ﬁrst is based on literature review of
ORC in general and its applications that will be covered in chapter two,
followed by system modeling (simulation of both solar and ORC plants sep-
arately and the combined system) by using process modeling tools that will
be presented in chapter three. The literature review discusses the evolution
of this technology as seen by the number of publications available on the
subject, the criticisms of the working ﬂuids and the selection criteria. The
approach concludes with a revision of the components that make up a simple
ORC underlying some of their design aspects and adapted application. To
better understand the behavior of the proposed system; models have been
developed for the solar collector system as well as the ORC thermodynamic
cycle, the later has also been used for ﬂuid screening considering the ﬂuid
selection criteria discussed in chapter two. After observing the two models
separately, a model of the combined system was developed to investigate
the dynamic behavior of the combined system described in chapters three
and six. The second approach is experimental and based on data collection
and elaboration as will be detailed in chapters four and ﬁve. The laboratory
at the University of Trieste is equipped with an ORC test bench that uses
electric heaters to simulate the heat source and has been used to test the
performance of the scroll expander and the selected working ﬂuid (R245fa),
also available is a speciﬁc pump test bench that has been used to character-
ize the pump ﬂow rate as well as the critical pressure and the relationship
that exist between both parameters. Once the components have been char-
acterized the ORC prototype was designed, constructed and tested in the
laboratory using the electric resistances as the heat source. The prototype
was later coupled to a solar ﬁeld and tested. Data collected from the exper-
imental activities is available for the study of ORC systems of larger plant
sizes as well as studying diﬀerent applications.
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1.7 Outline of this thesis
The contents of each chapter is brieﬂy presented in this section.
1.7.1 Chapter one
This chapter presents the motivation, the aim of the research and the method-
ology.
1.7.2 Chapter two
This chapter contains a literature review on the ORC systems and the work-
ing ﬂuids employed especially in mirco ORC systems.
1.7.3 Chapter three
The chapter presents a process simulation model of the proposed solar ORC
system. The main objective of the simulation analysis is to assess the inﬂu-
ence of diﬀerent parameters settings like: the recoverable heat temperature,
ﬂuids ﬂow rate, auxiliary components consumption, evaporation and con-
densation temperature proﬁles, in order to achieve the best result in terms
of the electric power developed by the ORC expander. The model is devel-
oped using two diﬀerent platforms: Trnsys used to handle the solar collector
system and EES used to solve analysis thermodynamic cycle of the ORC,
EES contains libraries rich with thermodynamic properties of ﬂuids. The
EES model was then coupled to Trnsys as an external application, obtaining
in this manner a co-simulator.
1.7.4 Chapter four
The chapter presents the experimental activities carried out in this research.
The components of the ORC facilities used for the experimental activities
are described in details. These activities include both the laboratory work
as well as ﬁeld work on an ORC prototype. The laboratory work includes
tests on an ORC test bench, test on the ORC prototype and tests on a pump
test bench. The ﬁeld tests includes the tests carried out on the combined
solar-ORC obtained by coupling the constructed ORC prototype to a solar
collector system.
1.7.5 Chapter ﬁve
The chapter discusses the results obtained with the simulation model as well
as the results obtained for both the laboratory and ﬁeld tests. Some qual-
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itative considerations about the results are discussed, the analyses though
points out the feasibility of the technology also presents the limits of the
technology at present.
1.7.6 Chapter six
This chapter presents a simpliﬁed economic analysis of the ORC solar pow-
ered system. A sensitivity analysis has been carried out to highlight the
inﬂuence of the design choice of certain parameters.
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Chapter 2
The Organic Rankine Cycle
(ORC)
2.1 Overview on ORC
The ORC has been widely studied in the recent years as it is a very promising
technology for the conversion of thermal energy at low and medium temper-
atures into electrical energy. The ﬁeld of applications include: biomass and
geothermal, extending to solar energy and heat recovery systems. Environ-
mental issues such as climate change and rising oil prices are strong reasons
to support the growth of this eﬃcient, clean and reliable technology. ORC’s
also oﬀer advantages such as: low maintenance, favorable operating pres-
sures and autonomous operation. In Figure 2.1 a scheme of a simple RORC
can be seen with the major components that make up the system.
Figure 2.1: simpliﬁed schematic of a regenerative ORC.
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With reference to the schematic view of the cycle in Figure 2.2, the
diﬀerent phases of the cycle are brieﬂy described.
• Phase 1→2: Fluid compression by feed pump increasing the pressure;
• Phase 2→3: The ﬂuid in the cold side of the regenerator is preheated
by that in the hot side returning from the expander;
• Phase 3→4: The ﬂuid is heater by the Heat Transfered Fluid (HTF)
in the evaporator;
• Phase 4→5: Fluid is heated to evaporation by the HTF;
• Phase 5→6: Fluid is superheated to avoid premature condensation
in the expander;
• Phase 6→7: Fluid expands and mechanical work is produced;
• Phase 7→8: Fluid in the hot side of the regenerator is cooled down
as heat is transfered to the ﬂuid in the cold side;
• Phase 8→9: Fluid is condensed to liquid state by means of a heat
rejection system that could be air or water cooled;
• Phase 9→1: Subcooling of the ﬂuid in order to avoid cavitation at
pump suction side.
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Figure 2.2: thermodynamic diagram of an ORC on the T-s plane.
The thermodynamic cycle is shown on the T-s plane for the WF (R245fa)
in Figure 2.2. An example of an ORC generator produced by Turboden in
Brescia is presented in Figure 2.3 with its major components [5].
Figure 2.3: ORC module produced by Turboden.
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2.2 Literature review
2.2.1 Overview
William J. M Rankine a Scottish Engineer, developed a complete theory of
heat engines and thermodynamic cycles. The Rankine cycle is tradition-
ally based on water as WF. Early applications of Rankine cycle with ﬂuids
(organic) diﬀerent from water, like the engine boat developed by Frank W.
Ofeldt in 1883 used Naphtha as the WF. Naphta was used both as fuel as
well as a lubricant for the moving parts such as the piston. The evolution of
ORC systems and applications have widely been discussed in literature; early
system architecture and component layout have been discussed in [6, 7, 8],
recent and extensive publication on system architecture can be found in
[9, 10, 11]. WF screening methods in [12, 13, 14, 15], potential WFs for
ORC applications have been reported with their thermo-physical properties
discussed. In [14] a comparison of diﬀerent WFs has been presented and sug-
gestions on the choice of the WF based on the target application. In recent
years developments have been made to improve ORC systems addressing the
choice of the WFs [16, 17, 18]. Cayer [19, 20] in their papers on WF selection
also give indications on plant design speciﬁcations and the ﬁnancial aspect.
Regarding the components of an ORC, a historic paper on expanders was
presented by Badr [21]. In studying the system architecture it is very fun-
damental taking into consideration the expander isentropic eﬃciency, pinch
point temperature diﬀerences as well as the heat source temperatures as
underlined by Lecompte [9] where he suggests some common architectures
like the use of a recuperator, a RORC, an Organic Flash Cycle (OFC),
a Transcritical Cycle (TCC), or a Trilateral Cycle (TLC). Studies on ex-
panders for energy conversion systems from low grade heat sources have been
covered by the authors [22, 23, 24, 25]; where diﬀerent expander types have
been investigated including traditional expanders as well the use of other de-
vices like compressors modiﬁed to function as expanders; this aspect is very
important as the economic feasibility of an ORC system largely depends on
the availability and the costs of the system components. ORC performance
and cycle parameter optimization has been covered in [26, 27, 28, 29], like the
expander volumetric eﬃciency, the isentropic eﬃciency, system heat balance,
system overall eﬃciency. Although most of the studies found in literature
are focused on static models of ORC, Quoilin proposes a dynamic model in
[30] with reference to typical system control strategy and the main control
parameters. Other recent studies on dynamic modeling and control strategy
of ORC are presented by [31, 32, 33]. Bernardo et al [34] put in evidence the
performance of an ORC module for power generation, where, they showed
the correlation between heat source temperatures and consequently the ﬂuid
15
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temperature, pressure, mass ﬂow rate and the gross as well as net electrical
power increase. In the case study, the thermal power obtained ranged from
95.14 to 146.41kWt with a gross and net electrical power of 18.03 and 15.93
kWe respectively and the respective eﬃciencies of 12.32% and 10.88%. Sev-
eral researches on energy sustainability have been carried out in the recent
years on ORC plants as can be found by the number of articles available in
literature.
2.2.2 Working Fluids (WF) in ORC
For every power cycle, the WF is fundamental for the deﬁnition of the ther-
modynamic properties, economic and technical ﬂexibility of the plant. A
large number of articles have been published on the WF in the ORC and
their criteria of choice [35]. Several authors [15, 36, 37] converged on the fact
that the characteristics of a good ORC WF should include: high thermody-
namic performances in terms of power output, these may highly depend on
some interdependent thermodynamics properties like density, speciﬁc heat
capacity, acentric factor, critical point whose optimal is diﬃcult to deter-
mine individually. A recent study on ORC WF is provided by Guo [18] in
which pure ﬂuids and ﬂuid mixtures and their matches with the heat source
are considered. In an earlier study, Chen [38] presented the selection cri-
teria of an appropriate WF for diﬀerent heat sources, optimal cycle design
and design of cycle components. Publications can also be found on pure
and mixed ﬂuids with focus on their thermo-physical properties [17, 39, 40].
Other authors [41, 42, 43] showed that ﬂuid mixtures have phase change
proﬁles that well matches the heat source and suggests that this aspect can
improve the cycle performance. Tchanche [44] reviews the ORC applications
according to the WFs used. He added that, the choice between these types
of ﬂuids, depending on diﬀerent criteria leads to diﬀerent conclusions, de-
pending on the speciﬁc application and working condition. However, only a
few amongst the potential ﬂuids are currently employed in the ORC as WFs
as reported in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 has been elaborated from [45] and presents a comparison of
the choice of WFs in ORC applications for three diﬀerent characteristics;
the target destination, the temperature ranges of evaporation and conden-
sation. Further analyses on ﬂuid selection was performed by Jinliang et al
[46] by screening 53 diﬀerent potential WFs for heat recovery application
solutions. Bensi Dong et al [47] used a numerical model to predict the ﬁrst
law thermal eﬃciency of the cycle, they further investigated on the eﬀects of
mixture concentration, temperature gradient of the heat transfer ﬂuid, pinch
temperature diﬀerence, pressure ratio and condensation pressure on the ﬁrst
law eﬃciency. They concluded in their analyses that zeotropic mixtures lead
to high eﬃciencies compared to pure ﬂuids. In [48, 49, 50] are analyses car-
ried out on screening of diﬀerent WFs for ORC applications. The WFs can
be classiﬁed under three major categories: dry, wet or isentropic, the diﬀer-
ences of the saturation curves of the three diﬀerent categories of ﬂuids can be
seen in Figure 2.4. Fluids classiﬁed in the ﬁrst category such as n-pentane,
Figure 2.4: classiﬁcation of WFs in categories.
benzene and toluene have a positive slope of the saturation curve. Those
classiﬁed in the second category such as water and ammonia have a nega-
tive slope of the saturation curve. Fluids considered as isentropic such as
dichloroﬂuoromethane and the trichloroﬂuoromethane, have a vertical sat-
uration curve. When using dry ﬂuids, there is no need for superheating to
avoid droplet formations at the end of expansion as is the case for wet ﬂuids.
The absence of these droplets also reduces the risk of corrosion of the blades
and increase the lifetime of the expander. Another consequence is linked to
the lower boiling point of the organic ﬂuid. This enhances heat recovery at
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low temperature making the ORC technology a suitable and reliable option.
This allows the use of low temperature heat sources such as geothermal and
solar irradiation. An additional diﬀerence between a traditional steam cycle
and ORC is the diﬀerent amount of enthalpy drop in the expander. Steam
cycles have higher enthalpy drops and the employment of turbines provided
with several expansion stages, a situation overcome with the ORC where the
enthalpy drops are quite lower, and a single stage expander could generally
be suﬃcient. This aspect represents a consistent reduction in terms of plant
cost. In some cases an additional eﬀects of the low enthalpy drop include a
lower rotation speed and a lower tip speed of the expander. The lower rotat-
ing speed allows direct drive of the electric generator without any reduction
mechanism, while the low tip speed reduces the stresses on the blades and
makes the design easier.
Selection criteria for the WFs
The choice of the organic ﬂuid most suited for a particular application is
made through an optimization process where numerous factors, both tech-
nical and economic, are contending their peculiar importance.
Physical properties
• Fluid density: High ﬂuid density is of key importance for the deter-
mination of cycle performance be it in liquid or vapor state as such,
ﬂuids of this nature should be preferably chosen especially for systems
characterized by very low condensing pressures like the ORCs. In fact,
a low density leads to a higher volumetric ﬂow rate with related in-
crease of pressure drops in theHEs and expander hence the cost of the
system.
• Vaporization latent heat: High vaporization latent heat enables
most of the available heat to be added during the phase change, hence
avoiding the need to regulate the superheating and expansion of the
vapor through regenerative feed heating in order to enable higher eﬃ-
ciency.
• Fluid pressure: Working pressures play an important role in ORCs
as they highly inﬂuence the complexity, technical feasibility and the
installation cost of the plant. For pure substances, the phase change
is a one degree of freedom system where both temperatures and pres-
sures are directly related, as such, the condensing pressure is largely
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dependent on the HE temperature.
• Vapor saturation curve: A positive slope of vapor saturation curve
on the T-S diagram is required to reduce liquid formation at the end
of the expansion.
• Viscosity: A low viscosity in both the liquid and vapor phases is
required to maintain high heat transfer coeﬃcients and low friction
losses in the HEs.
• Thermal stability: Organic ﬂuids generally suﬀer from chemical
damage and decomposition at high temperatures contrary to water
vapor. Some substances are suitable for the ORC application only if
their temperature of chemical equilibrium is greater than the maxi-
mum operating temperatures of the cycle, besides the WF should be
compatible with all the parts of the cold side of the system.
• Conductivity: High conductivity is required to obtain a high heat
transfer coeﬃcient in HEs.
• Critical temperature: Depending on the type of cycle, the critical
temperature should be above the maximum operating temperature of
the cycle.
Safety and environmental aspect
• High safety level: An ideal ﬂuid for ORC application is expected to
be non-corrosive, non-toxic and non-ﬂammable. The ASHRAE stan-
dard 34 classiﬁes refrigerants safety groups and can be used for the
evaluation of the ﬂuids even though some substances with good per-
formance for ORC applications can present slight ﬂammability and
risk of toxicity.
• Low Ozone Depleting Potential (ODP): The ODP is a com-
parison between the ﬂuid impact on ozone layer and the impact of
refrigerant R11 [51] which is considered as the reference for all chemi-
cals with assigned value of 1. The ODP of chlorine based refrigerants
like Chloroﬂuorocarbons (CFC)’s and the Hydrochloroﬂuorocarbons
(HCFC)’s have a non-null ODP values between zero and 1 and are
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progressively being phased out by the Montreal Protocol [52] because
of the negative environmental impact of chlorine. Current refrigerants
like Hydroﬂuorocarbons (HFC)’s and Hydroﬂuoroethers (HFE)’s do
not contain chlorine and are assumed to have zero ODP values.
• Low Global Warming Potential (GWP): The GWP is a rela-
tive measurement of how much heat a GHG traps in the atmosphere
[53], by comparing the amount of heat trapped by a certain amount of
the considered gas with that of CO2 which is the reference substance
whose assigned value is 1. The GWP is always calculated for a speci-
ﬁed interval of time like 20 or 100 years.
• The Atmospheric Life Time (ALT): The ALT index estimates
the amount of time an atmospheric pollutant (released from a source)
will remain in the atmosphere before being removed from it either by
forming another chemical substance or via a sink [54]. This time also
depends on pollutants’ reactivity as well as its source and sinks.
Economic aspect
Good availability and low cost of WFs is very essential for the feasibility of
ORC’s in economical terms. Several candidate ﬂuids are already extensively
used in various applications such as in Heating Ventilation and Air Condi-
tioning (HVAC) systems and could be easier to ﬁnd at a lower price and
with better reliability.
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2.2.3 Main components of the ORC system
The basic components used in an ORC system are described with special
features that characterize and diﬀerentiate them from the systems based
on a traditional Rankine cycle with steam as the WF. The scheme of a
simpliﬁed ORC conﬁguration with the internal recuperator integrated and
can be seen in Figure 2.5 while Figure 2.3 shows the components layout of
such a system.
Figure 2.5: main components of the cycle.
Expander
Generally, when we use a low grade heat source (low temperatures) like in
typical applications of ORC, the thermal eﬃciency of the Rankine cycle is
inherently low, this could be due to: the limit of the temperature of the heat
carrier, the limit of the cycle maximum temperaure linked to type of the ﬂuid
employed or both. For this reason, the performance of all the components
involved in the system must be as high as possible in order to obtain a gener-
ator with an acceptable overall eﬃciency [56]. However, these small systems
should not be too expensive in order to achieve economic competitiveness,
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so the cost is another important selection parameter for all components of
the circuit. The expander, whose function is to convert the enthalpic energy
of the ﬂuid into mechanical work, is one of the elements that most inﬂuence
the overall performance of the system, so its choice is a fundamental step in
the design and optimization of an electric generation system based on the
ORC technology. The choice of the most appropriate expander depends on
the working conditions and the size of the plant. According to Quoilin et
al [45] expansion machines can be classiﬁed into two main categories: the
turbo-machines and the volumetric machines. Similarly, for refrigeration
applications, the volumetric machines are more appropriate for small size
plants, as they are characterized by low ﬂow rates, high pressure and low ro-
tational speed compared to turbo-machines. For this reason, a large number
of articles relating to the expanders can be found in the literature concerning
their possible application on small scale ORC systems. An early study aimed
at ﬁnding a ﬁrst expander suitable for solar power generators to be installed
in developing countries was published in 1984 by Badr [21] where the low
cost and mechanical simplicity was the main characteristics required for the
system. The investigation was based on the technical data, available for over
2000 ORC plants in the power range from 0.1 kW to 1120kW, and revealed
that both volumetric expanders and radial ﬂow turbines have been installed
other small-scale applications. The shaft speed in the ﬁrst case (volumetric
expanders) ranged from 1000 rpm to 4000 rpm, while in the second (radial
turbine), they were in the range of small turbo-machines ranging from 35000
to 60000 rpm. In a successful article Badr et al [57], conducted a research
program on volumetric expanders that work with steam and various organic
ﬂuids ﬁnding many promising performance for these machines, in particular
an isentropic eﬃciency achievable exceeding 73% at rotation speed of up to
3000 rpm. Volumetric expanders are of various types; piston, scroll, screw,
and vane expanders; the last three are also called rotatory expanders where
both the suction, expansion and the discharge chambers coexist. In piston
typt expanders, the same volume is used for aspiration, expansion and dis-
charge commanded by the intake and exhaust valves which are absent in the
rotatory expanders. In the rotatory expanders on the other hand, the suc-
tion chamber evolves into two expansion chambers which later becomes the
discharge chamber once they come in contact with the exhaust pipe, the time
of the phases of intake and exhaust are deﬁned by the machine geometry. A
major diﬀerence between these subclasses of expanders as reported in [45] is
that; the piston type presents less leakage losses compared to the rotatory
type even though both types for small scale applications are mere prototypes
derived from the corresponding existing compressors [22, 58, 59, 60]. Vol-
umetric expanders are generally preferred to turbomachine for small scale
power units as; they have a low rotational speed ranging between 1500 to
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3000 rpm for the direct coupling to the electrical grid at 50Hz, they are re-
liable (largely used as compressors) can tolerate the presence of ﬂuid during
expansion and have a good isentropic eﬃciency [61]. Turbo-machines can be
classiﬁed into two subclasses; axial and radial ﬂow turbines. Axial turbines
are generally suitable for rankine cycles with steam as WF as they present a
higher enthalpy change respect to cases of organic ﬂuids, nevertheless in the
case of an organic ﬂuid it will be suﬃcient to employ an axial mono stage tur-
bine with evident beneﬁts from an economical point of view for the total cost
of the system. On the other hand, radial ﬂow turbines are suitable for high
pressure ratios and low volumetric ﬂow rates even though they are not an
optimum choice for small scale installations as they have extremely high ro-
tational speed especially at low power output this is related to the fact that,
the peripheral speed is directly proportional to the product between the ro-
tational speed and the diameter of the turbine [21] thus the geometry of the
turbine. There is abundant literature on expanders for ORC applications in
general and in particular small scale units [62, 63, 64, 65, 66]. Farrokhi [67]
presented in a recent paper with a case study of natural gas ﬁred ORC based
micro-Combined Heat and Power (CHP) systems for residential buildings.
The maximum cycle temperature was 85◦C, with a corresponding yield of
about 77.4 W with a rotatory vane expander as the power generation device
[68, 69]. In the study, Isopentane was used as the WF, the net cycle elec-
trical eﬃciency was quite low 0.0166 and is accounted by the fact that the
heat source temperature was quite low. Miao et al [70] analyzed an ORC
with R134 as WF driven by a scroll expander. The maximum cycle yield of
2.35kW at 160◦C was reached. Table 2.3 presents a summary of the diﬀerent
expansion machines available in the market for small scale ORC applications.
The table is arranged into expander type and size, carefully looking at the
table, it can be observed that scroll and piston types expander are suitable
for very small ORC systems, similarly the screw and gear type are preferable
for small-medium scale applications, while the turbine tecnology dominates
the large scale applications.
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Feed pump
The choice of the feed pump appears to be of crucial importance in the de-
sign process of a cogeneration plant with the ORC technology. Although
the most important criteria for selection of the pump are recognized in the
ﬂuid ﬂow rate and the pressure diﬀerence between suction and discharge, the
choice of technology best suited for applications such as ORC also depends
on other factors such as the operating temperatures and pressures, compat-
ibility of the ﬂuid with materials and viscosity of the WF. In particular,
the latter parameter is one of the most critical, since organic ﬂuids have in
most cases a very low viscosity, causing major losses through the seals of the
machine and by pumping mechanisms, thus, limiting the lubricating proper-
ties of the ﬂuid itself. While current technology for large and medium sizes
installation of ORC plants is represented by centrifugal type feed pumps,
this solution is not suitable for smaller systems; in fact, the competing re-
quirements of low ﬂow rates and high diﬀerential pressures may be met by
a centrifugal machine if they are considered of multistage architectures, but
this option entails excessive costs and occupies considerable space [71]. Volu-
metric pumps therefore appear as a more suitable alternative for small ORC
plants, but present some drawbacks including amongst which: relatively low
eﬃciency. Aoun [60] elaborated extensively in his doctorate thesis, anal-
yses on diﬀerent pumps potentially suitable for small scale ORC system,
considering the main characteristics of many volumetric units commercially
available. He tested the diaphragm, vane, gear and piston pumps and came
out with the following considerations; diaphragm pumps were suitable for
small ORC systems even though they presented overall eﬃciencies generally
lower than 0.20, especially when the process ﬂuid presents low viscosity, he
added that a gear pump could be a reliable alternative in which case the
WF should be mixed with a lubricant. Other studies of interest related to
feed pumps for ORC are available in [30, 72, 73].
Heat exchangers
HEs constitute a great amount of the total cost of a system, for such rea-
sons they must be carefully designed and chosen. In an ORC system HE
include; evaporator, condenser and possibly a recovery HE generally called
regenerator or recuperator. Diﬀerent types of HE can be used in this tech-
nology, the most common are the bundle tube HE (mainly employed in large
installations), and the PHE (mainly for small installations, thanks to their
compactness) [60]. A critical HE is the one installed in correspondence to
the heat source, depending on the nature of the heat source; the HE must be
designed to withstand high temperatures and to resist destructive phenom-
ena such as erosion and corrosion that can occur within it. In the case of
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waste heat recovery from internal combustion engines with Sulphur content,
dew point temperature must be avoided in order to prevent the condensation
of gases with acidic condensate formation which can provoke possible corro-
sion phenomenon. In fact, as is the case in most commercial installations, it
never falls below temperatures of the order of 120−180◦C depending on the
content of sulphur in the exhaust gas. Currently, researches are been carried
out on designing HE that condense and expel acid gases in an automatic
manner. Several studies have been carried out on HEs; some focused on the
importance and eﬀect of HEs on an ORC system [74], some authors made
a comparison between the shell type and the PHEs, investigating which HE
type could be suitable for the ORC systems [75]. Other publications on HEs
for use in ORC applications are found in [76, 77].
2.2.4 Applications of ORC
Overview
The ORC technology reveals to be promising to a wide range of diﬀerent
applications, some already commercial installations today, others simply as
prototypes for experimental purposes. A general description of the various
potential uses of this technology is presented, with particular focus on small
and medium sized applications, without ignoring some larger installations.
Solar energy
Renewable energy based technologies on solar energy and their applications
are extensively studied nowadays by the scientiﬁc community [78]. Often
the availability of low-cost electricity from a power grid is a technical barrier
to the adoption of solar ORC or other renewable sources of electric power
production [79]. On the other hand, several factors are increasing the market
potential for small scale power plants like the need for distributed power
systems in remote and isolated areas [44] alongside the need for sustainable
power for economic growth. A solar thermal power plant can be deﬁned as a
system capable of converting heat energy (by means of solar collectors) into
electricity using a thermodynamic cycle. Some of the technologies used for
converting solar energy into solar power include solar heating, photovoltaics,
solar thermal energy, solar architecture and artiﬁcial photosynthesis.
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It thus follows that the diﬀerences in the typologies of plants are linked
to the particular cycle of energy conversion and hence the maximum tem-
peratures reached by the heat transfer ﬂuid resulting in the following classi-
ﬁcation of solar thermal plants as in [80].
• Low temperature: below 100◦C
• Medium temperature: up to 400◦C
• High temperature: above 400 up to 1500-2000◦C
Generally, solar plants classiﬁed as low and medium are potential ther-
mal inputs for ORC for the power generation using hot water as heat carrier
and are usually of low scale, such as below 1 MW of electrical production.
The WF type could be any refrigerant or hydrocarbon; in this case, the
heat carrier (water or water-glycol mixture) oﬀers an eﬃcient heat exchange
with acceptable conversion eﬃciency from heat to mechanical. On the other
hand, high temperature solar thermal power plants (generally obtained us-
ing complex and highly expensive technologies, such as a heliostat ﬁeld with
a central receiver or a dish concentrator), use a Rankine cycle similar to that
used in conventional power plants or a Stirling cycle. Low temperature solar
thermal power plants use ﬂat-plate collectors, or solar ponds for collection of
solar energy. Solar power plants with generation capacities within the above
mentioned were installed in many parts of the world, particularly in Africa in
the early 1970s. The reported system reached an overall eﬃciency of about
2%, with the thermal eﬃciency of about 25% and Rankine cycle eﬃciency
of 7–8%. The main advantages of a solar system have been summarized in
[44], beneﬁts oﬀered by a solar-ORC are found in [22]. Both ﬂat and con-
centrated solar panels can be coupled with an ORC system, depending on
the applications and the installations site: while ﬂat plate collectors require
a lower capital investment, concentrating systems, such as parabolic trough,
ensure a higher total amount of produced energy throughout the panel op-
erating life [81], especially if equipped with sun tracking systems. The latter
solution is analyzed in Delgado Torres and Garcia-Rodriguez [82] where they
made a comparison between solar ORC systems equipped with diﬀerent col-
lectors (ﬂat panels, evacuated tube collectors and parabolic concentrators)
and running with diﬀerent WFs, deﬁning the conﬁgurations that lead to
minimization of the solar panel area. Wang et al. [65] made a comparison
between a ﬂat plate and the evacuated tube type collectors in a solar-ORC
with R245fa as WF, they obtained a higher conversion eﬃciency in the case
of the evacuated tube collectors. The ORC prototype was equipped with a
rolling piston type expander with an average power output of 1.73kW with
a maximum cycle eﬃciency of 0.042 for the evacuated solar collectors and
0.032 in the case of ﬂat plate solar collectors. In another article, Wang
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[83] developed a small ORC system equipped with ﬂat plate collectors with
the aim of comparing diﬀerent WFs, both pure substances and mixtures.
The experimental tests conﬁrmed the potentiality of zeotropic mixtures of
achieving good performance in ORC applications due to their typical non
isothermal phase changes and revealed the importance of the optimization
of the WF ﬂow rate. Jing et al. [84] developed a detailed simulation of a
solar ORC system with dedicated sub-models for solar radiation, collectors
behavior, and thermodynamic cycle performance. The model used for a
global optimization of the system revealed that the best conﬁguration varies
according to the geographical location since the intensity and the distribu-
tion of the solar radiations are the most inﬂuencing factors on the facility
performance. Kane et al. [85] designed, built and optimized a mini-hybrid
solar power system suitable for installation in remote areas of developing
countries, the ﬁeld test conﬁrmed the possibility of achieving acceptable
performances with the prototype, even at partial loads, a fundamental fea-
ture for a system designed to operate in stand-alone mode. As highlighted
in [86], the solar thermal power technology has reached the stage of a certain
industrial maturity and starts facing the commercial ﬁeld, as evidenced by
the signiﬁcant number of achievements in diﬀerent countries and the wide
availability of products and companies engaged in the ﬁeld. However, com-
pared to its potential, the diﬀusion of this technology is still quite limited
for several reasons: due to the big size of the plants, needed if only electri-
cal production is considered, appear an important penalization considering
the need of huge ﬁnancing and large availability of low cost land. This is a
limit compared to other technologies, such as the photovoltaic conversion,
particularly favored in the realization of medium to small size. Presently,
one of the main advantages of solar thermal systems, the low cost storage
technology, is not yet adequately enhanced in the electrical market. This
technology could be strategic in the energy ﬁeld if considered an adequate
utilization of the combination of electricity and heat production.
Geothermal energy
The hot ﬂuids can be extracted by drilling geothermal well occasionally at
high pressures and temperature up to 300◦C and exploited for small and
medium scale electric power generation [87]. However, the number of sites
in the world with high-enthalpy geothermal resources are limited, and their
operations are today limited by strict regulations for the reduction of gaseous
pollutant emissions (generally geothermal steam contains large amounts of
incondensable gases such as CO2, Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S), Ammonia
(NH3), methane (CH4), Nitrogen (N2) and Hydrogen (H2)) [88, 55]. On
the contrary, the wet steam geothermal systems either require integration
of a ﬂash plant or employed in a binary cycle due to the low tempera-
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tures of the heat source [82]. Tchanche [44] made a comparison of diﬀerent
types of the installed geothermal plants and the total energy capacity ob-
tained from these installations, a classiﬁcation of geothermal plants is also
presented including binary cycle plants which are suitable for low temper-
ature liquid dominated resources, topic also treated by Villani et al. [88].
Geothermal systems coupled with an ORC unit have been developed and
commercialized since the 1980s: large scale installations with power ranges
up to about 1MW are economically feasible and equipped with conventional
turbines, while small scale installations for power range up to about 10 kW
can be cost eﬀective if components with large production and market dif-
fusion, such as devices derived from the HVAC ﬁeld, are used [44]. Also
available in literature are publications on the potentialities of geothermal
based ORC systems: Borsukiewicz-Gozdur [89], Bruggemann [90], Astolﬁ
[91], Salah [92].
Desalination systems
Water desalination consists of the removal of some amount of salt and other
minerals from saline water making it suitable for human consumption. The
desalination of water represents one of the most promising solutions to face
the increasing world demand of fresh water for drinking, agricultural and
industrial uses [93]. According to the separation mechanism, the technology
can be classiﬁed as thermal or membrane based. Thermal based desalina-
tion separates salt from water by evaporation and condensation, in serial
processes such as multi eﬀect distillation (MED) or multi stage ﬂash (MSF)
desalination. The membrane desalination is based on the Reversed Osmo-
sis (RO) phenomenon, water diﬀuses through a membrane and the salts are
almost completely retained, thanks to a property of certain polymers called
semi-permeability [94]. Although the pressure required to overcome the os-
motic pressure are high (say between 60-80 bars for sea water and between
15-25 bars for brackish water [44]) and even if the ﬁltration is not perfect
RO desalination has great potential market, since it’s speciﬁc energy con-
sumption close to 6 times lower than thermal based desalination. To reduce
the environmental impact of a RO desalination system, the power needed
for pumping should be provided from renewable sources. In particular, since
mechanical energy is directly required instead of electric, the direct coupling
of expander of an ORC with the seawater pump represents a very interest-
ing opportunity, making it possible to exploit low-temperature heat sources,
such as the solar energy from non-concentrating collectors for desalination
purposes. The solar RO-ORC desalination technology is widely studied to-
day, aiming to reach the economic competitiveness and to design low cost
systems suitable for applications in particular, in developing countries with
dry climate [95]. Early researches on solar thermal driven pumping systems
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involving the rankine power cycle targeted small scale water pumping sys-
tems for irrigation of farms with conﬁgurations similar to that proposed by
Delgado- Torres [96] and Wong et al. [97].
Biomass power plants
Biomass represents locally the most adaptable application for micro scale
distributed CHP generation as reported in [47] because it is widely available
also as a waste product in a number of agricultural or industrial processes.
Some common energy conversion technologies of biomass-fueled CHP sys-
tems are ORC, steam engines, Stirling engines, micro-turbines, gas turbines,
fuel cells and internal combustion engines. For the small size biomass CHP
systems, coupling with combustion engines or ORC technologies are rapidly
gaining considerable interests. In the second case, a typical system is made
of a biomass feed boiler capable of burning solid fuels and an ORC mod-
ule coupled through a thermal oil loop. The need for an intermediate heat
transfer medium, like thermal oil instead of water, provides a number of
advantages such as; low pressure in the boiler, larger thermal inertia and
lower sensitivity to load changes, simpler and safer control and operations
[44]. Regarding the working parameters, they are diﬀerent from other ORC
applications: in particular, the maximum cycle temperature could be close
to ﬂame temperature, compatibly with the chemical stability of the ORC
WF, allowing also higher condensation temperature and a higher quality
of the cogenerated heat, without excessive penalizations in the power cycle
eﬃciency [98]. From an economic point of view Dong [47] underlined that
small scale Biomass ORC systems for domestic installation are still under
development and not convenient due to high investment cost and long pay-
back periods compared to medium size plants. The diﬀusion of the small
scale ORC technology and commercial growth can be a reliable alternative
of energy production.
Recovery from internal combustion engines
Internal combustion engines are characterized by eﬃciencies up to 50% in
the cases of very big installations, this eﬃciency is related to the amount
of waste heat involved in the engine operations. The waste continue to be
a challenge to the scientiﬁc community as a partial recovery if not all the
thermal energy available both in the exhaust gases and cooling circuit for
the production of mechanical work can increase the generated power thus
the system eﬃciency. Among other technologies, ORCs appear to be the
most prominent solution for such application. Yu et al. [50] present a study
on ORC system (with R245fa as WF) that bottoms a diesel engine. They
showed that about 75% of the waste heat from exhaust gas and about 9.5%
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of the diesel engine water jacket could be recovered under the engine condi-
tions ranging from the high to low loads. The expansion power obtained was
14.5kW with a recovery eﬃciency of up to 9.2% while the exergy eﬃciency
registered was about 21%, they concluded by demonstrating that an overall
thermal eﬃciency of a diesel engine could be improved up to 6.1% when com-
bined with an ORC system. Zhang et al. [99] analyzed the characteristics of
a light-duty diesel vehicle engine coupled in a dual loop ORC for the recovery
of waste heat from the engine exhaust, intake air and coolant. They reported
that the net power from the low temperature loop was higher than that of
the high temperature loop and that the relative output power improved
both in the peak eﬀective thermal eﬃciency and the low load regions. Shu
et al. [100] illustrated the application of a combined ORC system with an
internal combustion engine for Waste Heat Recovery (WHR) and reported
an economic and thermodynamic evaluation of a dual-loop ORC coupled
to an internal combustion engine for waste heat recovery and a comparison
between a Transcritical Organic Rankine Cycle (TORC) and a Subcritical
Organic Rankine Cycle (SORC) cycles for waste heat recovery with R123
and R245fa as WF. Vaja and Gambarotta [101] presented a thermodynamic
analysis of diﬀerent architectures of bottoming ORC for a stationary ICE, a
comparison was also done between a number of WFs and three diﬀerent con-
ﬁgurations for the bottoming cycle: a simple cycle recovering heat only from
the ICE exhaust gases, a simple cycle with recovery from both the exhaust
gases and the cooling water as thermal input (the latter used to preheat
the WF before evaporation) and a regenerative cycle, capable of recovering
only the thermal energy of the exhaust gases. The analysis concluded that
the most signiﬁcant enhancements in the performances of the system can be
achieved in the cases of the preheated and the regenerated ORCs, with about
5 percentage points increase of the overall eﬃciency of the system. It is inter-
esting to note that both these solutions are equivalent in terms of eﬃciency,
though regeneration enhances the ORC eﬃciency, penalizes exploitation of
the cooling water as a thermal source (due to its low temperature), causing
an incomplete heat recovery from the ICE. This conﬁrms that the internal
regeneration in a heat recovery ORC does not always involve signiﬁcant ben-
eﬁts in terms of performance. Bonaﬁn et al. [102] studied a marine engine
with a rated power of 5.7MW and an eﬃciency equal to 49%. They analyzed
the eﬀective load distribution of the ICE which often operates in oﬀ-design
conditions by considering the average time and the corresponding load for
which the engine was operated. From the ﬁndings, the authors compared
four diﬀerent conﬁgurations of bottoming cycles: a simple ORC, recovering
energy only from the exhaust gases, a preheated ORC, exploiting also the
cooling water waste heat, a regenerative cycle, which does not allow to use
the cooling water as a thermal source, and a combination of two ORCs in
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cascade, which recovers energy from both the exhaust gases and the cooling
water and also exchanges energy between each other (the condensation heat
of the upper cycle is used to start the evaporation of the ﬂuid of the lower
cycle). Considering only the design conditions, the authors showed that the
regenerated cycle and the combination of two ORCs gave more or less the
same performances, but after an oﬀ-design analysis, they recognized the re-
generated ORC as the best conﬁguration to be installed as bottoming cycle
for the studied engine, since the large decrease in the cooling water temper-
ature at partial loads aﬀects signiﬁcantly the performances of the combined
cycle. Durmusoglu et al. [103] studied a two-stroke engine for marine ap-
plications taking into account also the ICE operation at partial load, they
calculated that the installation, on a single ship, of a bottoming ORC would
save approximately 1230 tons/year of fuel and would reduce the CO2 emis-
sions of about 54 tons/year. An application of ORCs on ground vehicles is
described by Aumann et al. [104] where potential savings related to the use
of a combined ICE-ORC propulsion system on a truck are presented. They
also presented a comparison on fuel consumption of the considered system
and the result was a net saving of 5.6% from an initial value of 34.0 l/100
km to 32.1 l/100km with the installation of a heat recovery ORC unit. In
[105], Quoilin discusses the ORC applications in the automotive ﬁeld and
further suggests the expander types suitable for the applications: accord-
ing to him, positive displacement machines: scroll, vane and pistons types
are preferable while turboexpanders are preferable for trucks. Lion et al.
[106] assessed the possibility of ﬁtting an ORC system in a commercial agri-
cultural tractor, recovering waste heat from a 300 kW brake power heavy
duty diesel engine with a maximum fuel consumption reduction of 10.6%
obtained using methanol as WF. Reference installations for micro-ORC are
shown in Table 2.4, the table also include for every installation, the type of
the Architecture (Arch), Application (App), the expander type, the Degree
of Maturity (DoM), the WF, the thermal eﬃciency (ηt) and the expander
eﬃciency (ηexp). The installations have been classiﬁed as mature (m), very
promising (vp), promising (p), developing (dev).
2.3 The chosen WF for this study
R245fa already abundantly discussed in literature has been conﬁrmed to be
a suitable WF candidate for waste heat recovery (low grade heat) systems,
chosen according to the selection criteria discussed above: heat source tem-
peratures, system maximum pressure, safety, toxicity and the legislations
imposed on the characteristics of a good WF. The detailed description of
the ﬂuid screening procedure has been presented by [55] who contributed
largely in the design phase of the laboratory test facility. In the study, 13
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substances were each optimized by simulating an ORC micro-cogenerator,
using as heat source the temperature proﬁle of a biomass boiler. The ob-
jective functions in the optimization were: the expander inlet temperature,
the evaporation pressure, the condensing pressure, the degree of subcool-
ing of the ﬂuid at condenser outlet and the expander power. Considering
this analysis as input, 6 ﬂuids were selected and further examined using the
simulation model for the ORC developed for this thesis. The model was im-
Figure 2.6: T-s diagram for WFs candidates low grade and waste heat re-
covery applications.
plemented both for a stand alone ORC system using electric heaters as heat
source with diathermic oil as heat carrier, as well as a solar system with
hot water by considering an evaporation, condensation temperatures and
the evaporation pressure. The results are summarized in Figure 2.6 where
it is visible the thermodynamic cycle diagram on the T-s plane for the WFs
considered. Amongst these ﬂuids Isopentane, R245fa and isobutane showed
evaporation temperature within accepted limits, lower than 20 bar which is
ideal for the applications of our interest. Furthermore, these ﬂuids present
critical temperatures within the range of heat carriers for low grade heat
and waste heat systems.
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2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter a literature review of ORC systems has been presented with
focus on the WF selection criteria, heat source types and diﬀerent ﬁelds of
application. Indications have been provided for the degree of maturity for
diﬀerent ORC technologies as in Table 2.4, for micro systems of up to about
100kW plant sizes. Literature suggests the use of positive displacement type
machines like the scroll as the expansion device for very small (<10kWe) ap-
plications while the screw and vane types expanders for small-medium size
(10-100kW) ORC applications. Positive displacement pumps appear to be
suitable for small scale ORCs because of low ﬂow rates and high diﬀerential
pressures required. This solution presents some drawbacks like low eﬃciency
as the power consumption of the pump is an important fraction of that pro-
duced by the expander. Amongst the other components of an ORC are HEs,
literature also suggests the use of PHEs for small size plants, instead of the
shell and tube types suitable for big and medium size plants. Furthermore,
no single ﬂuid has been identiﬁed as optimal for ORC as the choice depends
on the speciﬁc application and the working conditions. In terms of the appli-
cations, the review reveals that renewable sources such as solar, geothermal
and biofuels leading the list, followed by waste heat recovered from indus-
trial processes and internal combustion engines, as illustrated in Figure 2.7,
are potential heat sources for ORC systems.





A process simulation model has been developed using the EES software to
study the thermodynamic cycle of the ORC with R245fa as WF. The aim
was to study the system behavior in diﬀerent operating conditions and us-
ing diﬀerent solutions for the plant components. A model of the solar power
system was also developed using Trnsys platform to analyze the possibility
of integration with the ORC prototype. Trnsys is a modular, component
based simulator and it has widely been used to perform analytical simula-
tions of heating and cooling systems providing the possibility to integrate
other mathematical solvers such as MATLAB, SIMULINK AND EES. The
models were later integrated to achieve a common platform for studying the
combined solar-ORC system. The main objective of the simulation analy-
sis was to study the system under real operation conditions, then to assess
the inﬂuence of diﬀerent parameters settings like the solar collector surface
area and type, process pumps ﬂow rate, auxiliary components consumption,
evaporation and condensation temperature proﬁles in order to achieve the
best result in terms of the electric power developed by the ORC expander.
The aim of the model is to study a small scale ORC power plant with ex-
pander delivery power of about 4kW. The heat exchangers are sized with
maximum thermal loads of 27 and 25 kW for the evaporator and condenser
respectively while the regenrator is sized with a value of 9 kW. The maxi-
mum cycle temperature is lower the the critical temperature of the chosen
ﬂuid (R245fa), the condensation temperature, between 20-30◦C. The feed
pump selected can process the working ﬂuid up to about 20 bar. The model
has been developed based on these design speciﬁcations, while the choice
of the components is based on the considerations presented in the previous
chapter, matching the characteristics of each component with the desired
application.
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3.2 Engineering equation solver (EES)
EES is a commercial software for the solution of a set of algebraic equations.
EES [125] can also solve diﬀerential equations, equations with complex vari-
ables, do optimization, provide linear and non-linear regression, generate
publication quality plots, simplify uncertainty analyses and provide anima-
tions. There are two major diﬀerences between EES and existing numerical
equation solving programs. First, EES automatically identiﬁes and groups
equations that must be solved simultaneously. This feature simpliﬁes the
process for the user and ensures that the solver will always operate at op-
timum eﬃciency. Second, EES provides many built-in mathematical and
thermophysical property functions useful for engineering calculations. EES
is particularly useful for design problems in which the eﬀects of one or more
parameters need to be determined. The program provides this capability
with its Parametric Table, which is similar to a spreadsheet. The user iden-
tiﬁes the variables that are independent by entering their values in the table
cells. EES will calculate the values of the dependent variables in the ta-
ble. The relationship of the variables in the table can then be displayed in
publication quality plots. EES also provides capability to propagate the un-
certainty of experimental data to provide uncertainty estimates of calculated
variables.
3.3 ORC Simulation model
The ORC model was developed within the EES software environment to
compute the thermodynamic analysis of the vapor cycle. The EES com-
mercial software includes the National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy (NIST) database that contains thermodynamic data for the organic
ﬂuid R245fa employed in the cycle [126]. The ORC mathematical model
was called in the main Trnsys simulation using the "type 66" component.
The EES model description is done with reference to the system layout of
Figure 3.3 and thermodynamic diagram on the T-s plane in Figure 3.1.
3.3.1 Expander model
The expander considered in the model is a scroll expander type, a constant
isentropic eﬃency ηis, of 65% was considered in the preliminary model, ac-
cording to literature [127] and experimental data. The enthalpy at expander
outlet (h7) was computed according to (3.1):
h7 = h6 − ηis(h6 − h7,is) (3.1)
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Where the ideal isentropic expansion enthalpy (h7,is) is the enthalpy at the
end of an ideal isentropic expansion and h6 the expander inlet enthalpy. h6
is obtained considering a superheating of 2K on T5. The electric power, W˙g,
generated by the expander considering a constant conversion eﬃciency, ηg,
of 0.9, is given by:
W˙g = ηgm˙f (h6 − h7) (3.2)
with m˙f the WF ﬂow rate.
3.3.2 Evaporator model
The vapor generator is modelled considering two sub blocks in order to
handle both the liquid and the vapor phases of the ﬂuid: the economizer,
where the WF is in liquid state and the evaporator, where the ﬂuid passes
in the vapor state [128]. For the evaporator, a value of 5K was assigned for
the pinch point diﬀerence (ΔTpp), therefore:
ΔTpp = 5K (3.3)
and
Th4 − T4 = ΔTppe (3.4)
The WF power was calculated by computing a heat balance across the heat
exchanger according to (3.5) thus obtaining the increase in the speciﬁc en-
thalpy of the ﬂuid stream, hence the calculation of the WF ﬂow rate, R245fa
ﬂow rate (m˙f ) of the power ﬂuid, R245fa.
m˙wcpwΔTw = m˙fΔH (3.5)
where ΔH is the enthalpy rise in the evaporator from h3 to h5, m˙w the
collector water ﬂow rate, ΔTw temperature diﬀerence in the secondary circuit
between Th3 and Th5.
3.3.3 Condenser model
The condenser is a counter ﬂow plate heat exchanger type and was modelled
in a similar way as done for the evaporator and by performing the energy
balance computation using (3.6):
m˙fΔH = m˙cwcpwΔTcw (3.6)
where ΔH is the enthalpy change of the condenser WF, h8 and h1, m˙cw is
the cooling water ﬂow rate, ΔTcw is the temperature diﬀerence of the cooling
water loop between inlet and outlet Tc1 and Tc8 respectively and cpw is the
cooling water speciﬁc heat capacity. The cooling water inlet temperature
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is an input to EES obtained from an analogous energy balance analyses
within the dry cooler. The pinch point temperature across the condenser
was assigned the same value as for the evaporatoris and deﬁned according
to (3.7):
T9 − Tc9 = ΔTppc (3.7)
3.3.4 Regenerator model
The component has been modelled by imposing a temperature diﬀerence
(ΔTreg) of 10K between the ﬂuid leaving the hot side T8 and the ﬂuid entering
the cold side T2 of the regenerator according to (3.8):
ΔTreg = T8 − T2 (3.8)
By performing an energy balance between the two ﬂuid streams, it is possible
to calculate the regeneration eﬃciency εreg considering the relation in (3.9).
εreg =
T7 − T8
T7 − T2 (3.9)
3.3.5 ORC feed pump model
The ORC pump was modeled using the thermodynamic state conditions at
both inlet and outlet such as temperatures and pressures, hence the enthalpy






where, W˙PORC is the power absorbed by the pump, ΔH the enthalpy
change across h1 and h2, and ηp the pump eﬃciency assigned as 70%.
3.3.6 Pressure drops
In the EES model, the pressure losses (losses due to pipe ﬁttings, joints, tube
convergence, divergence, elbows, surface roughness and other physical prop-
erties that will aﬀect the pressure drop) have been considered proportional
to the pressure at the inlet of the speciﬁc components. The thermodynamic
cycle diagram for the WF employed in the system can be seen in Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.1: T-s diagram for R245fa: heat source temperature 130◦C, ﬂuid
evaporation temperature 120◦C, expander isentropic eﬃciency 0.65, pump
eﬃciency 0.7, condensation temperature 24◦C,
3.4 Trnsys software
Trnsys studio oﬀers a complete and extensible simulation environment for
the transient simulation of systems, including multi-zone buildings. It is used
by engineers and researchers to analyze and validate new energy concepts,
from simple domestic hot/cold water systems to the design and simulation of
buildings and their equipment, including control strategies, occupant behav-
ior, alternative energy systems (wind, solar, photovoltaic, hydrogen systems)
etc. A Trnsys project is typically setup by connecting components graphi-
cally in the Simulation Studio shown in Figure 3.2. The choice of using this
program lies in its simplicity to use, inserting components and control of
the typical devices used in solar systems, such as panels, pumps and heat
exchangers. If a component is missing or does not meet the requirements
of our model, it is easy to build new blocks through the use of FORTRAN
code or by inserting a call to an external application, such as MATLAB or
EES. Trnsys uses a procedural language to deﬁne its simulation models and
discrete time integration algorithm. Models can be encapsulated in so-called
Types, which are FORTRAN routines with standardized arguments. Many
Types implement their own mathematical solvers for diﬀerential and alge-
braic equations. The system model is then solved using either successive
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substitution with relaxation or a diﬀerential equation solver that converts
the system of diﬀerential equations to non-linear algebraic equations which
it solves using Powell’s method, a combination between steepest descent and
Newton’s method.
3.5 The solar plant model
The simulation software Trnsys 17 [129] was used to simulate the solar sys-
tem and later used for the integration of the ORC unit modeled in EES
by means of an external routine. The simulated model is built based on
design know-how gained by working with both solar and ORC experimen-
tal facilities separately. The Trnsys simulation was performed for a whole
year period with a simulation time step of one hour which allows ﬂexibility
of the meteorological conditions variability. The yearly weather data was
provided by the Typical meteorological Year (TMY) format weather reader
component "type 99" of the Trnsys library. The tolerance integration and
convergence parameter have been set to 0.01. Energy balance calculations
were computed to control the convergence and accuracy of the results. The
graphic user interface of the simulation model can be seen in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: graphic user interface of TRNSYS simulation model.
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3.5.1 Panel orientation and positioning
Weather data available in Trnsys are used to assess the operational proﬁle of
the plant in diﬀerent period of the year. As visible in Table 3.1, the slope of
the panels is needed to calculate the insolation on the tilted surface. In this
model a value of 30◦ for horizontal is considered. The reason of this decision
dwells in the fact that for the location considered, this slope guarantee the
maximum beneﬁts in terms of energy.
Parameter value
location Trieste
longitude 13◦ 48’ 15" E
latitude 45◦ 38’ 1" N
tracking mode 1-ﬁxed surface
slope of surface 30◦
azimuth of surface 0◦ pointing South
ground reﬂectance without snow 0.2
ground reﬂectance with snow 0.7
Table 3.1: input parameters for panel orientation.
3.5.2 Solar collector model
The Trnsys library preloaded "type 71" component was used to model the
evacuated tube collectors, the complete simulation model has been presented
by the author in [134]; the input parameters include collector inlet temper-
ature, ﬂow rate and eﬃciency coeﬃcients are set by the user. This type
simulates a solar ﬁeld of many panels linked to each other, but for simplicity
just one panel is shown in the layout though the surface area considered is
the area of the total solar ﬁeld. The layout of the combined solar ORC dis-
cussed above is visible in Figure 3.3. The thermal eﬃciency of a given solar
collector can be calculated as a function of the incident solar radiation, the
mean collector temperature, and the ambient air as speciﬁed in European
standard EN 12972 [130] using the general formula in (3.11):
η = η0 − C1 (Tm − Tamb)
G




where η is the collector eﬃciency, η0 is the optical eﬃciency, C1 and C2
are respectively the ﬁrst order and second order loss coeﬃcients, obtained
from manufacturer datasheet [131], G is the solar radiation, the ambient
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(3.11) can be rewritten as in [132]:
η = η0 − C1ΔT
G




where ΔT is the diﬀerence between the collector water mean temperature
and the ambient temperature expressed as:
ΔT = Tm − Tamb (3.14)
The Q˙c is linked to the collector eﬃciency according to:
Q˙c = ηGA (3.15)
with A is the total surface area of the collector arrays. The useful energy
transferred from the collectors to the ﬂuid is given by:
Q˙c = m˙wcpΔTsc (3.16)
with m˙w is the ﬂow rate in the collector, cp the speciﬁc heat capacity, ΔTsc
the temperature diﬀerence across the collector.
Figure 3.3: scheme of the solar thermal system.
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3.5.3 Solar collector heat exchanger model
A constant eﬃciency heat exchanger, "type 91" from the Trnsys component
library was used to model the heat exchanger named Solar Collector Heat
Exchanger (SCHX) in Figure 3.3. The heat exchange within the component
is computed according to the energy balance relation in (3.17)
m˙ccpsΔTsc = m˙wcpwΔTw (3.17)
where collector water ﬂow rate (m˙c), speciﬁc heat capacity primary circuit
(cps) of the antifreeze solution in the primary circuit, speciﬁc heat capacity
secondary circuit (cpw), temperature diﬀerence across the collectors (ΔTsc) in
the secondary circuit, temperature diﬀerence in the secondary circuit (ΔTw).
The heat exchanger is considered to be adiabatic.
3.5.4 Circulating water pump model
The energy consumption of the circulation pumps (collector and cooling







where collector water ﬂow rate (m˙w) is the ﬂow rate, acceleration due to
gravity (g) the acceleration of gravity, head (H) the head, and pump eﬃ-
ciency (ηp) the pump eﬃciency chosen is 70%.
3.5.5 Dry cooler model
The dry cooler was modelled in the same manner as the collector heat ex-
changer and using the same library component type with the unique diﬀer-
ence being that the heat exchange is between water and air. The eﬀectiveness
assumes the value 85%, the dry cooler inlet temperature ambient tempera-
ture (Tamb) is provided by the meteorological data available in Trnsys.
Dry cooler pump model
The energy consumption of the cooling water pump was computed in a
similar manner as for the collector water pump circulation pumps (collector
and cooling water) has been modeled as in (3.18):
Dry cooler air fan model
The Trnsys "type 91" component was used to model the air-dry cooler, the
energy consumption of the dry cooler air fan has been assessed in a similar
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where m˙a is the air ﬂow rate, g acceleration of gravity, H the head, and the
ηfan the fan eﬃciency chosen as 70%.
3.6 Flow rate control
A Matlab script has been developed and called as a subroutine from the
Trnsys component library with "type 15" to handle the variation of:
• the ﬂow rates of the solar collectors: the collector ﬂow rate is depen-
dent on the solar radiation and has been optimized to maximize the
electricity production;
• the condenser cooling circuit: dry cooler air and liquid ﬂow rates have
been assessed taking into account the ambient conditions in order to
minimize electricity consumption;
In both cases the pumps and dry cooler air fan switches on when there is
solar radition and oﬀ as soon as the radiation is weak enough to produce
hot water.
The ﬂow rate of the ORC feed pump is determined by the temperature of
the hot water from the solar collector and is computed according to the
energy balance in the evaporator between the two streams: collector water
and R245fa as in (3.5).
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3.7 Eﬃciency calculations
The ORC eﬃciency ORC eﬃciency (ηORC) is obtained as the ratio between
the Net Energy produced by the ORC unit (Q˙net), and thermal energy ab-






where Q˙net is the diﬀerence between the power generated by expander (W˙g)
and Energy absorbed by auxiliaries (Q˙aux). The latter term include the
following components: the collector and cooling water pumps, power ab-
sorbed by water pump (W˙p), the ORC pump, power absorbed by ORC
pump (W˙PORC), the dry cooler fan, power absorbed the dry cooler fan (W˙f )
and the power consumed by the control system power absorbed by the con-





with collector eﬃciency (ηcoll), given as the ratio between Q˙c and Solar











The ﬁrst activities were done at the ENESYSLAB of the University of Tri-
este equipped with an ORC test facility together with a Pump test bench.
The analyses involve laboratory experiments of the ORC prototype using
electrical resistances to simulate the heat source. The Laboratory tests have
formed the base for the development of ORC prototypes. The ﬁeld test con-
sists of the coupling of one of the ORC prototype to a Parabolic Trough solar
collector system (combined solar ORC) installed at Florence-Italy. The ﬁeld
test results conﬁrm the feasibility of the combined solar ORC system and
the potential proﬁts obtainable in such a combination in terms of electric
and thermal generation.
4.2 Laboratory test
4.2.1 Test on ORC experimental facility
The laboratory at the University of Trieste is equipped with an ORC test
bench connected to a set of electric resistances used to simulate the heat
source.The heat transfer medium employed within the electric resistances is
a treated vegetable oil (Paryol F57). The test bench is made of diﬀerent
subsystems that will be described here below:
• Heat source: a storage tank, two electric resistances with a thermal
capacity of 41kW each in a parallel arrangement, a process pump for
the circulation of the heat transfer ﬂuid through the resistances where
it is heated to a temperature deﬁned by the operator and a second
process pump used to drive the hot oil from the storage tank to the
ORC evaporator where the heat exchange with the working ﬂuid of
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the vapor cycle (R245fa) takes place. An inverter is used to control
the speed of the circulating pump hence the volumetric ﬂowrate of the
heat transfer ﬂuid. A power control system is also available to activate
the heating load hence the the temperature of the heat transfer ﬂuid;
• ORC loop: the ORC test bench comprises, a diaphragm pump that
pressurizes and circulated the working ﬂuid (R245fa) through the cir-
cuit, the pump is coupled to an inverter that controls its speed and
consequently the mass ﬂow rate, a regenerator where the high pres-
sure ﬂuid from the pump is pre-heated using the expanded hot ﬂuid, an
evaporator where heating, evaporation and superheating of the work-
ing ﬂuid takes place, the superheated ﬂuid at the evaporator outlet
expands in a scroll expander producing the mechanical work, the ﬂuid
returns into the regenerator before condensing in a water cooled con-
denser to close the circuit the ﬂuid enters a sub cooler where con-
densation completes before suction by the pump start and the loop
repeats;
• Heat sink: two solutions for heat removal from the ORC unit of the test
bench. One of the solutions consited in supplying the cooling water
by means of a watercourse in an open loop where the condensation
temperature is imposed by adjusting the water ﬂow rate by means of a
manual control valve. The second solution was achieved by installing
an air dry cooler unit Figure 4.13 with the cooling water running in
a closed loop, the condensation temperature in this case was obtained
by adjusting the air ﬂowrate thus varying the fan motor speed;
• Electrical load: in order to dissipate the electricity produced by the
ORC expander, an electric load (composed of three rheostats arranged
in parallel used to apply the breaking torque on the expander) is di-
rectly coupled to the expander;
• Measurements and acquisition system.
The layout of the described laboratory facility is visible in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: schematic representation of the test facility at the University of
Trieste.
Test description
Our laboratory test bench can be considered to be of two distinctive archi-
tectures: the NRORC where the working ﬂuid does not pass through the
regenerator and the RORC where the ﬂuid ﬂows through the regenerator.
To pass from one architecture to the other it is suﬃcient to close or open
the by-pass valves that are situated at both entrances of the component
thus deviating the working ﬂuid to and from the regenerator. The data col-
lected during the laboratory work include: the thermal oil and ﬂuid mass
ﬂow rates, the electric power generated by the expander, temperatures and
pressures of the ﬂuid measured along the circuits. The electric power ab-
sorbed by the auxiliaries (the ORC feed pump, inverter and data acquisition
system) are estimated by means of a power meter. The ORC test bench has
been utilized to characterize the performance of the scroll expander used
in the prototype as will be explained in the next chapter. A photo of the
laboratory equipment is visible in Figure 4.2 The expander type installed on
the test bench is a compressor derived scroll. Values of expansion ratio, net
produced power and isentropic eﬃciency have been obtained by testing the
expander whose displacement volume is 9.1cm3, using R245fa as working
ﬂuid.
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Figure 4.2: the ORC test facility at the University of Trieste.
The tests have shown that the maximum overall expander isentropic ef-
ﬁciency ηis, (about 62%) is achieved for an expansion ratio of the scroll
machine equal to about four. Such a value of eﬃciency can also be found
in literature, as in [118], although higher values (up to 68-70%) have been
reported in [30]. The expander isentropic eﬃciency ηis obtained experi-
mentally from the test bench is presented in Figure 4.3 as function of the
expansion ratio for diﬀerent expander rotational speeds. In many cases,
however, the value of eﬃciency measured in actual operating conditions is
too small to achieve a good performance of the power cycle and multiple
expanders systems can be considered [133]. In Figure 4.3, where the ex-
pander eﬃciency is shown as a function of the expansion ratio, it is possible
to see that when high expansion ratios are imposed, the expander eﬃciency
is much lower than its maximum value. It is also possible to see in Fig-
ure 4.4 the trend in the expander electric power generated as a function of
the expansion ratio. In the experimental tests the temperature of the heat
source has been regarded to vary in the range 90-150◦C. This range can be
typical for geothermal applications and medium temperature solar thermal
collectors. In particular, the latter applications can be of interest if a solar
cooling system is included as well.
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Figure 4.3: expander eﬃciency ηis vs. the expansion ratio at various rota-
tional speeds.
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Figure 4.4: expander electric power vs. the expansion ratio at various rota-
tional speeds.
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4.2.2 Technical description of the components of the
ORC test bench
A focus on the technical description of the main components: mechanical,
electrical and instrumentations used for measurement and data acquisition,
on the ORC test bench is presented in this section.
Expander
The expander is adapted from a scroll compressor designed for use in air
conditioning systems. The scroll is a positive displacement machine essen-
tially formed by two identical spiral shaped wraps ﬁxed on back plates. One
wrap has a hole in the back plate and is held ﬁxed, while the other can
orbit. If the machine is used as an expander, the working ﬂuid enters the
central chamber through the ﬁxed back plate hole, then it moves towards
the external endings of the wraps and exits. The drawbacks of this kind of
solution are mainly two: the low ﬁxed volumetric expansion ratio and the
small displacement volume, that are not always well-suited for the require-
ments of power producing ORC. The expander as seen in Figure 4.5, looks
Figure 4.5: the scroll expander installed in the lab facility.
very compact. Referring to the illustration one can notice the dimensions
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of the collectors which are 10 mm and 16 mm referring to the inlet and
discharge sides respectively. The geometry of the expander can be assimi-
lated to a cylinder about 20 cm high with a diameter of 12 cm which houses
the alternator coils at the bottom and the spirals at the top. The machine
can be opened for cleaning through a ﬂange allowing to remove the upper
casing revealing the scrolls, which are shown below in Figure 4.6. Some
characteristics of operation are provided in Table 4.1 below.
Figure 4.6: spirals of the ﬁxed and mobile scrolls.
parameter units value
min rotation speed [rpm] 8000
max rotation speed [rpm] 9000
max ﬂuid temperature at inlet [◦C] 150
max ﬂuid temperature at outlet [◦C] 100
max surrounding temperature [◦C] 60
max ﬂuid pressure at inlet [bar] 17
lubriﬁcation - required
Table 4.1: technical speciﬁcations of the scroll expander.
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Figure 4.7: working principles of the scroll expander.
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Feed pump
The pump used is the G03 series membrane type pump produced by Hy-
dra cell Industrial pumps. The pump is characterized by a sealless pumping
chamber and hydraulically balanced diaphragm, guaranteeing a perfect seal-
ing between chamber and external ambient, with high compression ratios
suitable for processing ﬂuids over a wide range of pressures and ﬂows. They
generally consist of a piston that follows a reciprocating motion. The rota-
tional motion of the electric motor is converted using the shaft-connecting
rod mechanism, with the deformation of the elastic membrane causing the
variation of the internal volume allowing ﬂuid suction and discharge/delivery
processes. The pump rotational speed is varied by means of an inverter thus
the variation of the ﬂuid ﬂow rate [135]. Figure 4.8 shows the characteristic
curves of the diaphragm pump while Table 4.2 shows the manufacturer’s for
the diagpragm pump.
Figure 4.8: characteristic curves for the diaphragm pump. [135]
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parameter units value
Flow rate ar 1750 rpm [l/min] 8.3
max suction pressure [bar] 17.3
max delivery pressure [bar] 83
max diﬀerential pressure [bar] 66
max casing temperature [◦C] 121
weight [kg] 12.7
Table 4.2: technical speciﬁcations of the diaphragm pump.
Heat exchangers
The HEs installed on both the test bench and ORC prototypes are designed
and constructed by SWEP and are classiﬁed as AISI 316, employing as ma-
terials, a combination of stainless steel or Mo-steel alloy, brazed with either
copper or Nickel rated for standard or higher pressures according to the spe-
ciﬁc application. The ﬂow pattern in the HE is illustrated in Figure 4.9,
the technical speciﬁcations of each HE are summarized in Table 4.3. The
Figure 4.9: ﬂow pattern of the plate heat exchangers PHEs.
denomination of the HE is of the form
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BUH − V − (X)(Y ) − (Z)
where U is the size or length of the HE, V the total number of plates, X the
alloy type (Stainless steel or Mo-steel), Y the brazing material (copper or
nickel) and Z the rating pressure (standard or High).
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Evaporator
The HE used as evaporators on both systems are produced by SWEP as
earlier said and belongs to the B25 series, it is made with stainless steel,
copper brazed and rated for high pressure. The ﬂuids involved across the
evaporator are: the R245fa and thermal oil (hot water in the case of the
ﬁeld test on ORC prototype), in both cases the ﬂuids ﬂow in a counter-
current conﬁguration. All three phases of the ﬂuid: heating, evaporation and
superheating occur within the evaporator. The scheme of the evaporator is
shown in Figure 4.10 with the technical data of exchanger size.
Figure 4.10: scheme of the evaporator HE.
Regenerator
The HE used for the regenerator is very similar to that used for the evapo-
rator, both designed by SWEP. R245fa ﬂows in both channels of the regen-
erator, in one channel the ﬂuid is in the liquid state and in vapor state in
the other channel. The datasheet of the regenerator is shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: scheme of the regenerator HE.
Condenser
For the condenser, a similar HE as the previous two described above have
been used with the main diﬀerence being in the size and the ﬂuids that ﬂow
through, the heat exchange is between: R245fa in one channel and water in
the other, in a counter-current ﬂow arrangement. For the ORC test bench,
the heat sink is an open loop water ﬂow. Regarding the prototype, heat
removal from R245fa during the laboratory was obtained as for the test
bench, while for the ﬁeld test a dry cooling unit was installed, thus, the heat
removal was obtained in two steps; the ﬁrst using water followed by air. In
Figure 4.12 and Table 4.3 it is possible to ﬁnd the technical speciﬁcations of
the condenser.
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Figure 4.12: scheme of the condenser HE.
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Parameter units evaporator regenerator condenser
Max ﬂow rate [m3/h] 9 17 17
Max working pressure at 155 ◦C [bar] 45 31 31
Max working pressure at 255 ◦C [bar] 36 27 27
Min working temperature [◦C] -196 -196 -196
Test pressure [bar] 69 50 45
Number of plates - 20 36 56
Number of inner channels - 9 17 27
Number of outer channels - 10 18 28
plate area [m2] 0.065 0.028 0.04
Total heat transfer area [m2] 1.134 0.952 1.2
channel volume [dm3] 2.07 0.063 0.082
Plate thickness [mm] 0.3 0.28 0.3
holdup volume inner circuit [dm3] 1 1.07 1.23
holdup volume outer circuit [dm3] 1.11 1.134 1.312
Total weight of plates [kg] 5.7 5.76 5.57
Plate pack height [mm] 75 88.6 75.7
a [mm] 526 287 376
b [mm] 119 117 119
F [mm] 48.8 88.64 129.44
Table 4.3: technical speciﬁcations of the HE.
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Dry cooler
The dry cooler installed in the system for heat dissipation, is a liquid to air
HE, and a fan blows the ambient air over ﬁnned tubes containing water.
The installed dry cooler, produced by Alfa-Laval model DG501, is shown
Figure 4.13
Figure 4.13: view of the dry cooler.
max cooling capacity [kW] 29
water temperature inlet/outlet [◦C] 29.6/25
nominal ﬂow rate [m3/h] 5.9
max operating pressure [bar] 4
air temperature inlet/outlet [◦C] 22.7/26.4
air ﬂow [m3/h] 24000
pressure loss at max ﬂow [mbar] 290
max absorbed power [kW] 0.54
power supply [V, Hz] 230, 50/60
unloaded weight [kg] 42
Table 4.4: main characteristics of the dry cooler [136].
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Electric Load
As already explained at the beginning of this chapter, an electric load made
of three rheostats connected in parallel have being used to dissipate the
electric power generated by the scroll expander. The RC model linear slider
rheostats used are produced by Italohm, and consists of one or more cylin-
drical porcelain tubes with an alloy wire resistive winding together with a
sliding contact used to adjust the resistence thus the breaking load of the
expander [137]. One of the rheostats is shown in Figure 4.14.
Figure 4.14: image of the rheostat.
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Measuring Instruments
The instruments used for measuring the physical quantities of the test bench
will be in the following described.
Thermocouples
A total of ten T-type thermocouples have been installed on the test bench.
The thermocouples have an accuracy of ±1◦ C [138]
Pressure measurement
The JUMO DELOS SI with a 4-20mA analog output pressure transmitters
have been used for measuring the pressures at diﬀerent points along the cir-
cuit of the test bench. The sensor measures pressure ranging from 400 mbar
to 60 bar with a ±0.1% accuracy at full scale [139].
Flowmeters
Two mass ﬂow meters are installed on the test bench: one on the ORC loop
and the other on the hot oil loop. The ﬂowmeter on the R245fa loop is a
Coriolis type produced by the KOBOLD Group. Some advantages oﬀered by
the instrument are that besides the mass ﬂow measurement, they also allow
the simultaneous monitoring of densities and temperatures. The design max
ﬂow rate in the ORC loop is 400 kg/h [140]. On the diathermic oil circuit,
a diaphragm ﬂowmeter is used and a JUMO dTRANS p20 DELTA, type
403022 diﬀerential pressure transmitter with HART® interface is installed.
The max ﬂow rate in the hot oil loop is 800 kg/h [141]. Both the Coriolis
and the JUMO dTRANS ﬂow meters are of high precision with ±0.1% and
±0.07% accuracy at full scale respectively.
System monitoring and data acquisition
The variables measured on the test bench including the temperatures, pres-
sures and mass ﬂow are mornitored then recorded using a data acquisition
system developed within the Labview environment. The developed system
includes a computer Graphical User Interface (GUI) that allows the operator
to control the test bench: start and stop operations, set points for the ﬂow
rates (hot oil and R245fa) and the temperature either of the heat carrier or
that of the R245fa. The recorded data is obtained by:
• An ABB PLC connected to the computer using a Modbus protocol
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• A NI cDAQ connected to the computer by means of a USB cable: uses
the NI 9214 module with 16 channels for the thermocouple measure-
ments and the NI9208 32 channel current for the pressure.
The developed code displays graphs of the acquired variables (temperatures,
pressures), the thermodynamic condition of the R245fa on a P-H plane,
besides, it provides computed values for:
• Heat duties of the HE’s.
• Absorbed power by the electric resistances, circulation and ORC feed
pumps.
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4.2.3 ORC pump test bench
Description of the test bench
A speciﬁc test bench for pump testing is available at the laboratory of the
University of Trieste and it has been designed to characterize diﬀerent pump
types that could be suitable for a micro ORC system. The test bench has
been used to assess the performance of the pump used in the ORC prototype
with ﬂuids of diﬀerent viscosity. A scheme of the piping’s and instrumenta-
tions installed on the facility can be seen in Figure 4.15. The ﬂuid in the
Figure 4.15: scheme of the ORC pump test facility.
system runs in a closed loop made of the following components:
• an air HE
• a pump
• an expansion vessel
• a control valve
The heat exchanger installed is a ﬁn tube type and used to dissipate the
excess heat of the ﬂuid, therefore maintaining the heat balance within the
circuit. The exchanger is adopted with a centrifugal fan thus facilitating
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the heat rejection process. The element that has been used as expansion
vessel is a membrane hydro pneumatic accumulator. The device consists
of a steel tank divided into two volumes by an elastic membrane: one of
the volumes is ﬁlled by the liquid mixture of the working ﬂuid (R245fa or
gasoil) and oil, while the other is charged with nitrogen or compressed air
at controlled pressure. In this way, in addition to compensating for any
thermal expansions or any leakage of the working ﬂuid to environment, the
accumulator can be used to pre-charge the system by setting the pressure
of nitrogen or the compressed air. The manual adjusting valve is used to
dissipate the energy possessed by the ﬂuid at the pump delivery. The set up
of the test bench is visible in Figure 4.16.
Figure 4.16: view of the pump test facility experimental setup.
The test facility is completed with a series of sensors for the measure-
ments of diﬀerent thermodynamic quantities during the test for example,
each side of the pump is adopted with a piezoresistive pressure transducer
for pressure measurements, PI1D and PI2D respectively, while two analog
pressure manometers (PI1A and PI2A) are equally installed on the same
pipes in order to allow the monitoring of pressure. The suction and delivery
side temperatures are measured with two resistance thermometers (marked
by TI1 and TI2). The last sensor installed on the system for the acquisition
of the ﬂow rate in the circuit is a Coriolis type ﬂow meter placed between the
control valve and the HE indicated with FI1. The sensor has been arranged
with axis lying in a horizontal plane, in such a way as to prevent the possible
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occurrence of two phenomena that would aﬀect the ﬂow measurement:
• Oil return blockage since it has a greater density compared to the
organic ﬂuid in the test conditions, which might occur if the meter is
installed in a vertical arrangement with uprising pipe downwards and
in the case there is no separation between the two ﬂuids that make up
the test mixture;
• Formation of steam bubbles, which could occur in the case the meter
is installed in a vertical arrangement with uprising pipe upwards and
both mixtures are simultaneously in a two phase state.
Test description
Several researches on diﬀerent pump types have been carried out in search
of the best match between cost and performance for the small scale plants
amongst which the gear, diaphragm and screw types. The pump tested
in the present work is a gear type SUNTEC TA2C model [142] specially
designed for industrial heating applications using light or heavy oils and
kerosene, its main features, derived from the technical data sheets, can be
seen in Table 4.5. In the experiments, the working temperatures and pres-
sure were maintained between the ranges 15◦C to 50◦C and 1 to 20 bar
respectively, values contained within the limits as indicated in the technical
sheet by the manufacturer. The kinematic viscosity of the selected ﬂuid is
approximately equal to 0.3mm2/s. This value is about 10 times lower than
the minimum limit indicated by the manufacturer for proper operations
(3mm2/s Table 4.5. For this reason, one of the objectives of the laboratory
tests on the pump is to check the general performance with the particular
ﬂuid, actually a mixture of the working ﬂuid with a lubricant before mount-
ing the pump on the prototype. The ﬂuids considered are R245fa and gasoil,
results of the test on are discussed in chapter ﬁve.
characteristics units performance
max delivery pressure [bar] 40
operating temperature [◦C] 0-150
Kinematic viscosity [mm2/s] 3-75
nominal speed [rpm] 2850
maximum speed [rpm] 3600
Nominal torque @ 40rpm [Nm] 0.3
weight [kg] 5.4
Table 4.5: manufacturer’s datasheet for gear pump.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.17: suntec TA2 pump
.
4.3 Field test on ORC prototype
The ORC prototype has been installed in Florence (Italy) in an existing solar
ﬁeld facility, developed by the University of Florence, composed principally
of two diﬀerent types of collector strings connected in series for a total of
96m2. Both collector types are Parabolic Trough Concentrator (PTC). The
ﬁrst collector type is a one axis tracking trough PTC1800 produced by So-
litem [143] with a tracking precision of 0.1◦, covering an area of 54m2, the
second type is a prototype panels developed by FeroTech [144] with 0.2◦
tracking precision with a tracking area of 42 42m2. Orientation of all the
collectors is NS 21◦. A summary of the characteristics of the diﬀerent col-
lector types installed is shown in Table 4.6. Both collectors use water as
the heat transfer medium. Other components included in the system are:
an Air Treatment Unit (ATU), an air dry cooler, a hot water storage tank
and two adsorption chillers. A simpliﬁed layout of the system can be seen
in Figure 4.18.
Once the installation of the ORC prototype was completed, the ﬁrst ﬁeld
tests were carried out in November 2015 and the preliminary results obtained
are discussed in chapter ﬁve. The plant is visible in Figure 4.18: the solar
collectors are shown on the left, the ORC prototype is seen on the right,
together with the dry cooler while Table 4.6 shows the characteristics of the
diﬀerent collector types installed.
The solar ORC combined plant was installed at the end of summer
(November 2015) thus the amount of data collected was quite low, further-
more, the schedule for the preliminary tests was not very favorable as solar
radiations were very low and it was not possible to collect experimental data
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Figure 4.18: layout of the solar ORC system.
Figure 4.19: solar-ORC: left solar collector and tracking system, right ORC
prototype and the dry cooling unit.
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model aperture η0 C1 C2 References
m2 [-] [W/m2K] [W/m2K2]
Solitem PTC1800 54 0.6833 0 0.0033 [143]
Fero PTC1600 42 n/a n/a n/a [144]
Table 4.6: technical data of solar collectors.
covering all the operation range of the ORC prototype. A selection of the
collected data is shown in Table 5.3 and discussed in section 5.5.
To complete the characterization of the system, the ﬁeld tests were re-
peated in August 2016 and some of the signiﬁcant data collected from the
installation is shown in Table 5.4. The average values for solar radiation
and power consumed by auxiliaries throughout the test period were approx-
imately 1100 W/m2 and 300 W respectively. Peak registered temperatures
of the hot water at the collector outlet temperature (Tout) inlet collector in-
let temperature (Tin) were 164 ◦C and 156 ◦C respectively at a ﬂow rate m˙c
of 4200 kg/h. For the ORC loop, the super heating temperature (TSH) was
close to 120 ◦C, the TSC 27◦C, Evaporation pressure (pevap) 15.4 bar. Other
system parameters provided in the table are Tout, TSH , pump speed (npump),





In this chapter the results obtained both for the developed model as well as
those obtained experimentally will be presented and commented.
5.2 Numerical Simulation Analysis
5.2.1 Solar collectors eﬃciency
The eﬃciency coeﬃcients and curves of the collectors considered are pre-
sented in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1, and oriented with the speciﬁcations;
solar incidence angle 0◦, collector slope 30◦. The surface area considered for
both collector types is 100m2. The characteristic of the collector according
to the manufacturer’s datasheet are presented in Table 5.1:
collector (type) aperture η0 C1 C2
m2 [-] [W/m2K] [W/m2K2]
CPC type1:(model N/A)[128] 100 0.680 0.40 0.004
CPC type2:Thermics 10 DTH[131] 100 0.675 1.41 0.0033
Table 5.1: technical data of the collectors considered in the simulation.
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Figure 5.1: collectors eﬃciency curves, the coeﬃcients of the curves are as
in Table 5.1
5.2.2 ORC generated power
The Trnsys-EES simulation model estimates a maximum power of about
5kW for the hours of the day that are rich of solar radiation. The cor-
responding ORC eﬃciency is also visible in Figure 5.2 with a maximum
eﬃciency value close to 10%. This value is however comparable with those
obtained in literature for plants of this size.
Figure 5.2: generated electric power and corresponding ORC eﬃciency for
a typical sunny day of July: expander isentropic eﬃciency 0.65, pump eﬃ-
ciecncy 0.7.
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5.2.3 Solar-ORC thermal proﬁle
Just like in the case of the ORC power generated, the code was used to
compute other system parameters such as the temperature proﬁle of the
solar collector as shown in Figure 5.2 for a typical sunny day of July. The
trend of the temperature time proﬁle of the collector outlet and the ORC
evaporator inlet is seen in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: collector outlet and ORC inlet temperature proﬁles.
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5.2.4 ORC condensation temperature
Considering the possibility of producing hot water for thermal heating, the
electric power generated has been evaluated by varying the condensation
temperatures in the range 15◦C - 60◦C, as expected there is a signiﬁcant
decrease in electrical power generation as the condensation temperature in-
creases with signiﬁcant beneﬁts in hot water production. According to the
priority, the user can choose to produce maximum electricity, compromis-
ing hot water production for heating and vice versa or operate on moderate
electric power generation alongside hot water production.
Figure 5.4: ORC power as function of condensation temperature: expander
isentropic eﬃciency 0.65, pump eﬃciency 0.7, TSC varies between 15-60◦C
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5.2.5 Comparison of collector types
The two types of collectors presented in Table 5.1 have been compared in
terms of electricity production. The results obtained, for example, for the
month of July are presented in Figure 5.5. As expected, the results of the
analyses show better performance for the type 1 collector over type 2, the
value of optical eﬃciency (η0) for collector type 1 is slightly greater than that
for collector 2: this diﬀerence is very signiﬁcant as η0 is a key parameter for
the choice of collector type during design.
Figure 5.5: cumulated electrical energy for the two collectors examined in
July: speciﬁcs of collector curves are found in Table 5.1
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5.2.6 Power consumed by auxiliaries
In order to compute the net power production of the system, the electric
power consumed by the auxiliaries have been estimated and the data for a
typical day of July are presented in Figure 5.6. From the diagram, it can be
observed that the ORC feed pump consumes the greatest share of the total
power absorbed by the auxiliaries. The eﬃciency assumed for the pump
model in the simulation is 70% though the measured value for the pump
installed on the prototype is close to 40% as the pump and the electric
motor are not optimized for this speciﬁc application.
Figure 5.6: power consumption of auxiliary components for a typical day of
July.
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5.2.7 Cumulated power curve
During the design phase of the system it is important to choose the ORC
power output that oﬀers the best compromise in terms of costs and energy
production. In Figure 5.7 the cumulated power proﬁle over one year is shown.
As observed, the number of hours for which the power output is higher than 4
kW is small (less than 500h), therefore it could be more convenient to choose
an ORC power output that does not reach the power peak, and exploit the
additional energy using a thermal storage. Integrating a thermal storage is a
good solution however though it leads to an increase in the total plant cost,
thus the initial cost, but makes the system more reliable and guarantees
continuity.
Figure 5.7: power curve for the solar ORC system considered in the simula-
tion model.
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5.3 Summary of model results
The global results of the simulation are presented on an annual base while the
detailed results are referred to a typical summer day. In Table 5.2 it is visible
the amount of Q˙s, the amount converted into useful energy by the collectors
Q˙c, the amount converted into electric energy ORC energy (Q˙ORC), Q˙aux,
and Q˙net for each month of the year. It is also possible to see the eﬃciency
parameters of the considered system such as: ηORC , ηcoll and ηOverall. The
last row presents the sum total for the energy terms and average values for
the eﬃciencies.
month Q˙s Q˙c Q˙ORC Q˙aux Q˙net ηORC ηcoll ηOverall
[kWh] [kWh] [kWh] [kWh] [kWh] [%] [%] [%]
Jan 6269 2254 219 42 177 35.95 9.72 2.82
Feb 8159 3107 331 53 278 38.08 10.66 3.41
Mar 11523 4679 510 74 436 40.61 10.89 3.78
Apr 14085 6051 658 90 568 42.96 10.88 4.03
May 17020 7596 92 109 683 44.63 10.43 4.02
Jun 18136 8251 840 88 752 45.49 10.18 4.15
Jul 19439 9153 912 125 788 47.08 9.97 4.05
Aug 18181 8590 858 117 741 47.25 9.99 4.07
Sep 14830 6829 699 96 603 46.05 10.24 4.07
Oct 10852 4466 448 70 378 41.16 10.04 3.49
Nov 8004 3034 313 53 261 37.90 10.33 3.25
Dec 4782 1562 149 33 115 32.66 9.52 2.42
Tot/Ave 151279 5570 6731 951 5780 41.65 10.24 3.63
Table 5.2: results of the simulation model on an annual basis.
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5.4 Results of experimental tests
5.4.1 Characterization of the ORC test bench
The experiments where carried out using both the regenerative RORC and
the non regenerative NRORC ORC layouts [145]. A total of 240 sets of data
has been collected, the operative conditions in which the data were collected
is summarized below:
• the expander speed has been varied in the range 5000-8000 rpm with
steps of 250 rpm;
• the working ﬂuid R245fa ﬂow rate in the ORC circuit in the range
200-300 kg/h with steps of 25 kg/h;
• two values of the heat carrier ﬂow rate were considered: 400 and 450
kg/h;
• two condensation temperatures were considered for the R245fa: 24 and
30 ◦C;
• the temperature of the heat carrier varied in the range 135,6 and 147,1
◦C with an average value of 140,2◦C as it was not possible to control
the temperature during the tests;
Expander generated electric power
The main aim of the analysis is to study the main diﬀerences between the
RORC, the NRORC and the inﬂuence of the operating parameters on the
system performance. The results of the performed tests are presented in
terms of the generated expander power as function of the expander rotational
speed while varying the working ﬂuid ﬂow rate m˙f . Results will be shown
for two diﬀerent heat carrier ﬂow rate (m˙hc): 400 and 450 kg/h and for
two diﬀerent values of the TSC : 24 and 30◦C. The generated electric power
is expressed as a function of the expander speed, the expander speed was
varied by means of the electric load in the range:5000-8000 rpm. The ﬁrst
value in the legenda is refered to the working ﬂuid ﬂow rate, the second is the
heat transfer media ﬂow rate and the last is the condensation temperature
at which the data was registered. From the test results, it can be noted that
the expander speed seems to have little inﬂuence on the generated electric
power, on the other hand, the generated power increases with increasing m˙f
and decreases with increasing TSC . On comparing the cycle performance for
the diﬀerent architectures, it was found that the electric power generated
was higher for the RORC (Figure 5.8) respect to the NRORC (Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.8: generated electric power for the RORC as function of expander
speed at TSC : 24 ◦C.
The maximum generated power for the NRORC was 1788 W at the following
conditions: m˙f and m˙hc of 300 and 450 kg/h respectively, nexp of 7000 rpm
and TSC of 24◦C. In the case of the RORC, the maximum generated power
was 1918 W at the following conditions: m˙f and m˙hc of 300 and 450 kg/h
respectively, nexp of 7250 rpm and TSC of 24◦ C. The generated electric power
is expressed as a function of the expander speed, the expander speed was
varied by means of the electric load in the range:5000-8000 rpm. The ﬁrst
value in the legenda is refered to the working ﬂuid ﬂow rate, the second is the
heat transfer media ﬂow rate and the last is the condensation temperature
at which the data was registered.
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Figure 5.9: generated electric power for the NRORC as function of expander
speed at TSC : 24 ◦C.
Figure 5.10: generated electric power for the RORC as function of expander
speed at TSC : 30 ◦C.
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The inﬂuence of the heat carrier m˙hc on the system performance was also
considered by running the experiments for two values of the m˙hc, varying
the m˙f in the same range (200-300kg/h) at the ﬁxed TSC 24 and 30◦C, the
result for both cases RORC and NRORC is that the generated electric power
signiﬁcantly increases with m˙hc as expected, this can be seen in Figure 5.10
and Figure 5.11 shows always the electric power for the RORC and the
NRORC for other two hot ﬂuid ﬂow rates (400 and 450 kg/h). The generated
Figure 5.11: generated electric power for the NRORC as function of expander
speed at TSC : 30◦C.
electric power is expressed as a function of the expander speed, the expander
speed was varied by means of the electric load in the range:5000-8000 rpm.
The ﬁrst value in the legenda is refered to the working ﬂuid ﬂow rate, the
second is the heat transfer media ﬂow rate and the last is the condensation
temperature at which the data was registered.
In terms of the expander isentropic eﬃciency, the trend initially increases
then decreases with increasing condensation temperature, with a peak value
of 62.0% at 42.2 ◦C for the RORC, while for NRORC cycle the maximum
is equal to 62.2% at 48.1 ◦C as in Figure 5.12. This trend conﬁrms that the
expander eﬃciency depends on the expansion ratio.
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Figure 5.12: expander isentropic eﬃciency for both RORC and NRORC.
m˙f : 275 kg/h, m˙hc: 400 kg/h, nexp: 7000rpm.
Expander electrical eﬃciency
A similar analysis has been done for the electrical eﬃciency (ηel); the ef-
ﬁciency remained almost constant, varying only a few tenth of percentage
point at diﬀerent nexp and showed almost no remarkable dependency with
the m˙f . An important aspect of the analysis is the decrease in ηel with in-
creasing condensation temperature, this diﬀerence is very evident for lower
m˙f .
In terms of the plant architecture, the ηel show higher values for the RORC
respect to the NRORC in virtue of the fact that the high enthalpy contained
in the ﬂuid (at the hot side) is used to preheat in the regenerator the com-
pressed ﬂuid (in the cold side) prior to its entry into the evaporator. This
eﬃciency was higher for the test at m˙hc of 400kg/h over that at 450 kg/h.
The results for the RORC with m˙hc of 400kg/h at TSC of 24◦C has been
chosen and presented in Figure 5.13 for simplicity even though the analysis
has been considered too at TSC of 30◦C as well as m˙hc of 450kg/h at TSC of
24 and 30◦C.
Obviously the beneﬁts obtained for the RORC respect to the NRORC in
terms of performance is compensated with a possible loss of the condenser
thermal duty that could favor hot water production in case the system was
seen to operate in cogeneration asset as the heat content in the expanded
ﬂuid is partially lost in the regenerator before getting into the condenser.
With these considerations, we can thus deduce that: the RORC architecture
is preferred if the system is designed for power generation (exclusive power
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Figure 5.13: expander electric eﬃciency for the RORC as function of ex-
pander speed at TSC : 24◦C, m˙hc: 400 kg/h.
generation) while the NRORC is preferable if the system is designed for co-
generation allowing the use of the condenser dissipation for other thermal
applications such as hot water production. The ﬁrst solution is beneﬁcial as
it permits to obtain a high electric eﬃciency and an overall cycle eﬃciency
greater than 10%, the second solution is more beneﬁcial and ﬂexible as it
allows the complete exploitation of the available heat in the hot source and
the production of hot water in the case of the cogeneration plant.
To summarize, the maximum value reached for the overall ηel for the RORC
was 10.5% at m˙f and m˙hc of 200 and 400 kg/h respectively, nexp 6500 rpm,
TSC of 24◦C. For the NRORC, the maximum value reached for ηel was 8.1%
at m˙f and m˙hc of 200 and 450 kg/h respectively, nexp 5000 rpm, TSC of 24◦C.
System performance in cogeneration mode
The opportunity of generating thermal power taking advantage of the heat
dissipated by the condenser has also been evaluated for both the RORC
and NRORC cycles, this was achieved by running the system at diﬀerent
condensing temperatures of the cycle in a wide range, on so doing it was
possible to assess the signiﬁcant parameters of the system if intended to op-
erate in cogeneration mode. As seen in the previous subsection, the system
power and electric eﬃciency are less sensible to both the expander rotational
speed and heat carrier ﬂow rate. At the same time the electric power in-
creases with increasing R245fa ﬂow rate though the cycle eﬃciency slightly
decreases. Given the context, all the other parameters have been left con-
stant and the system behavior monitored by varying only the condensation
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Figure 5.14: electric power for both RORC and NRORC. m˙f : 275 kg/h,
m˙hc: 400 kg/h, nexp: 7000rpm.
temperature: it thus follows that 275kg/h and 400kg/h were kept constant
for R245fa and heat carrier mass ﬂows respectively while the expander ro-
tational speed was also kept at 7000 rpm. The condensing temperature was
made to vary by acting on the cooling water ﬂow rate. It is possible to see
the graphs Figure 5.14 of some parameters of interest (generated electrical
power, cycle eﬃciency, isentropic eﬃciency of the expander) in function of
condensation temperature, obtained by running the tests by varying the con-
densation temperature between 23◦C up to 55 ◦C. From the graphs above
a comparison can be made for both the RORC and NRORC cycles, in fact,
it is noted that the electric power produced by this system has a decreas-
ing trend with increasing condensing temperature, for the RORC cycle the
curve drops from 1.864 kW at 23.0 ◦C to 1.090 kW at 52.5 ◦C, while for the
NRORC cycle the electric power curve drops from 1.670 kW for at 24.1◦C to
1.004 kW at 54.0 ◦C. The electrical power is still higher for RORC cycle with
respect to the NRORC. In terms of overall cycle eﬃciency, it is possible to
note a decreasing trend with increasing condensation temperature: for the
RORC, a peak value of 9.0% at 24.1 ◦ C dropping to 6.0% at 52.5 ◦C, while
for the NRORC the value drops from 7.5% at 24.1 ◦C to 4.6% at 54.0 ◦C
as visible in Figure 5.15. Even in this case the eﬃciency is higher for the
RORC compared to the NRORC cycles, though the two cases is reduced
with increasing condensation temperatures.
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Figure 5.15: electric eﬃciency for both RORC and NRORC. m˙hc: 400 kg/h,
nexp: 7000rpm
Expansion Ratio
The expansion ratio expansion ratio (β), deﬁned as the ratio between the ex-
pander inlet and outlet pressures has been analyzed for both the regenerative
and non regenerative case as a function of the condensation temperature.
The trend for β is seen to decrease with increasing condensation tempera-
ture as in Figure 5.16 for both cases. Higher values for β are obtained for
condensation temperatures in the range 23-25◦C with minimum values at
temperature above 50◦C. The heat carrier temperature and mass ﬂow rate
were ﬁxed at 140◦C and 400 kg/h respectively while the R245fa ﬂow rate was
kept ﬁxed at 275 kg/h. The generated electric power has as well been ana-
lyzed as a function of the expansion ratio considering both the regenerative
and non regenerative cycles and shown in Figure 5.17, as can be observed,
there is an increasing trend with increased expansion ratio up till a threshold
value for each case (7 and 6 respectively) above which the generated power
is almost constant.
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Figure 5.16: trend of the expansion ratio β as function of the condensa-
tion temperature for both RORC and NRORC. Condensation temperatures
ranges between 23-55◦C, m˙f : 275 kg/h, m˙hc: 400 kg/h, nexp: 7000rpm
It was also seen in an earlier analysis that the maximum values of the
expander isentropic eﬃciency (63%) occurred at relatively lower expansion
ratios (say 4) compared to the generated power, it can thus be inferred that
the expander’s performance values do no match. A possible explanation
to this fact could be that, the expander is not designed for this particular
applications.
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Figure 5.17: generated power as function of the expansion ratio β for both
RORC and NRORC.m˙f : 275 kg/h, m˙hc: 400 kg/h, nexp: 7000rpm.
5.4.2 Characterization of the ORC feed pump
The diagram in (Figure 5.18) shows the volumetric ﬂow rate of the pump as
a function of the Diﬀerential pressure (ΔP ) between suction and delivery for
both ﬂuids considered. The ﬂow rate across the pump is seen to decreases
with increasing pressure. The pressure diﬀerence developed by the pump
could reach 14 bar with a corresponding ﬂow rate of 0.14kg/s at the design
speed.
Figure 5.18: gear pump characteristics with gasoil and R245fa.
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The results obtained show that the pump meets the performance (ﬂow
rate and discharge pressure) required for a proper operation of the power
cycle 300kg/h and 15 bar respectively and to work with a moderate global
eﬃciency. More relevant is the fact that the power absorbed by the pump
could reach about 20% of the power generated by the expander thus reducing
the overall performance of the system. The test was initially performed with
gasoil then with R245fa and a comparison of the results between the two
ﬂuids tested show a slight diﬀerence for the ﬂow rates at higher diﬀerential
pressure. It can be noticed the diﬀerence between the curve for the test with
gasoil and that of R245fa, this marked diﬀerence can be explained by the
diﬀerence in the viscosity of the ﬂuids. Data show, as expected, that the
ﬂow rate is reduced with R245fa as the viscosity is lower.
Figure 5.19: power absorbed by pump for diﬀerent pump speeds.
The power consumed by the auxiliaries (pump inverter and electric mo-
tor) was also analyzed and shown in (Figure 5.19) for diﬀerent pump speeds.
It can be noticed that the trend is almost constant for the three rotational
speeds considered: 3000, 3300, and 3500 rpm.
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5.4.3 Characterization of the ORC prototype in the
laboratory
This sub section describes the test carried out on the ORC prototype in the
laboratory during the design phase. Once all the components were assem-
bled and the prototype connected to both the heat source and sink some
preliminary tests were made to verify its functionality. The very ﬁrst test
regards the test for leakage. The ORC loop was ﬁlled with air raised to the
cycle design pressure and left for 24h. The loop was then ﬁlled with R245fa
with a 5% in mass mixture of lubricating oil. At this point the ﬁrst test
was carried out and the performance registered in terms of electric power
generation. The trend in generated power as function of the expander speed
is presented in Figure 5.20.
Figure 5.20: characterization of prototype in the laboratory. m˙f : 300 kg/h,
m˙hc: 500 kg/h, nexp:5000-7000rpm
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Another analysis carried out on the prototype was that of the power con-
sumed by the auxiliary components as this aspect is very important for the
calculation of the system eﬃciency, the components include: the pump, the
inverter and the data acquisition system. The trend of the consumed power
has been presented as a function of the expander speed as in Figure 5.21.
From the analysis, it was found that the share of the power consumed by
the auxiliaries accounts for about 40% of the power generated by the ex-
pander, this share cannot thus be neglected and becomes objective function
for optimization.
Figure 5.21: power absorbed by the auxiliary components.
5.4.4 Field test on ORC prototype
Preliminary ﬁeld test results
The preliminary ﬁeld tests were performed in the month of November 2015,
in which two sets of tests were carried out: in the ﬁrst case, a set of data
was registered at a constant expander speed (6000 rpm) and collector water
ﬂow rate of 4200 kg/h. In the second case, the test was run run at constant
collector water ﬂow rate (1800kg/h) at diﬀerent expander speeds within the
range (4000-6000 rpm). In both cases the R245fa ﬂow rate was kept constant
and the peak value registered for the solar radiation was 590W/m2 with
corresponding ambient temperatures of 19◦C. The data collecyed is visible
in Table 5.3 where it is possible to see for the ORC circuit the Expander
power (Pexp), pevap, Evaporation Temperature (Tevap) and the nexp while for
the solar collector circuit one can see the: the imposed ﬂow rate m˙c, Tin, and
Tout, the Q˙c of the collector and the instantaneous solar radiation. The peak
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ORC-R245fa circuit Solar collectors circuit
Pexp Tevap nexp m˙c Tout Tin Q˙c G
W ◦C rpm kg/h ◦C ◦C W W/m2
670 82.5 6000 4200 100.4 88.1 8100 590
280 76.9 6000 1800 95.2 82.5 7700 490
400 75.4 5000 1800 94.1 80.7 9600 497
434 74.7 4500 1800 91.3 79.8 6100 532
395 72.7 4000 1800 90.4 77.8 8100 508
Table 5.3: ﬁeld test preliminary results
ORC power was 670 W. This power output has been obtained with a solar
radiation of 590W/m2 and a collector outlet temperature of 100.4◦C, hot
water supplied at ORC evaporator inlet at 88.1◦C with corresponding ORC
ﬂuid Tevap of 82.5◦C at the evaporator outlet and a condensation temperature
of 32.2◦C. The data show that the electric power output is low but very low
is the evaporation temperature as well. Therefore, overall, the result seems
to be promising. Moreover, a signiﬁcant thermal loss has been measured
on the solar collector outlet to the ORC evaporator inlet (more than 10◦C
over a pipe length of about 15m). This loss can be reduced by adopting an
appropriate insulation and, thus, improving system eﬃciency. The power
curve of the preliminary test is shown in Figure 5.22.
Figure 5.22: generated power as function of expander rotational speed, test
conditions shown in Table 5.3.
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Field test results
The ﬁeld test was repeated in summer (August) of 2016, the data collected
are visible in Table 5.4 and presented in this sub section. Before the data
was registered, a preliminary test to verify system functionality and leakages
was performed. The outcome brought to modiﬁcation of the conﬁguration
of the system, a watercourse in an open loop for heat removal from the con-
denser was adopted instead of the air dry cooler initially installed on the
prototype. This modiﬁcations followed the damage of the cooler unit as was
not emptied at the end of summer 2015 with the consequent freezing of the
water contained in its’ circuits. Three sets of tests were carried out: in the
collector water loop R245fa loop performance parameters
m˙c Tin Tout TSH TSC pevap npump nexp W˙g
l/min ◦ C ◦C ◦C ◦C bar % rpm W
60 143 148 109.4 26.9 12.2 80 7000 870
70 156 164 119.3 25.0 15.2 100 6500 1340
70 150 157 117.2 25.0 15.4 100 6000 1240
60 143 147 108.8 26.9 13.2 80 5500 1075
60 143 147 109.4 27.2 13.5 80 5000 1070
Table 5.4: ﬁeld test results
ﬁrst case the data was registered at a constant expander speed and collec-
tor water ﬂow rate at 6000 rpm and 3600 kg/h respectively while varying
the pump between 900-1500 rpm thus the ﬂow in the R245fa circuit the
performance curve for the test is visible in Figure 5.23.
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Figure 5.23: characterization of the solar-ORC system: expander power as
a function of expander speed, test conditions shown in Table 5.4.
In the second case, both the pump speed and collector ﬂow rate were kept
constant at 1500 rpm and 3600 kg/h respectively while varying the expander
speed through 5000-7000 rpm. In the last case, the collector water was varied
through 2400-4200 kg/h while both the expander and pump speeds were
kept constant at 6000 and 1500 rpm respectively. For the collector water
circuit, a maximum temperature of 164◦C at collector outlet was reached
while the temperature gradually decreased to 134◦C at ORC inlet. For the
R245fa circuit, the temperature at evaporator outlet Tevap was 119◦C at 15.2
bar, expander output of 1340 W and condenser outlet of 25◦C. The peak
expander power was obtained at solar radiation of approximately 1100W/m2
with corresponding ambient temperatures of 33◦C Figure 5.24.
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Figure 5.24: generated power as function of expander rotational speed.
Even in this case (as well as in the case of the preliminary ﬁeld test),
signiﬁcant thermal losses were encountered on the collector circuit as a tem-
perature diﬀerence of about 30◦C was measured between the collector outlet
and ORC evaporator inlet. A plot of the power generated by the expander
Figure 5.25: generated expander power as function of pump speed.
as function of the pump speed has also been plotted as shown in Figure 5.25.
The generated power is initially seen to increase with increasing pump speed
thus ﬂuid ﬂow rate, at some value considered as optimal for the pump type,
increasing the ﬂow rate no more inﬂuences the generated power.
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5.5 Concluding remarks
According to this study, for the proper design of an eﬃcient micro ORC
using R245fa as working ﬂuid and scroll expander, the following considera-
tions could be of interest especially if the generator is seen to be employed
in low grade heat systems: for the analyzed working ﬂuid R245fa and the
chosen expander type for this study, according to the analyses on the labora-
tory experiment, typical maximum temperatures of the working ﬂuid, in this
case R245 can range between 130-150◦C, this being the temperature above
which the chemical properties of R245fa degrade, while minimum evapora-
tion temperatures should not be below 90-100◦C. Condensation temperature
should lie within the range 20-60◦C with corresponding dry or water cooler






In this chapter, some basic concepts and analytical tools usually employed
in engineering economics and management will be brieﬂy presented with the
aim of providing a preliminary design estimate and the evaluation of the
costs and beneﬁts involved in the integration of a solar ORC. In particular,
the italian incentive scheme for solar power plants are considered in addition
to saving and sales of the electricity produced. The parameters considered
in the cost analyses will be discussed ﬁrst followed by the estimate of the
systems costs including the auxiliaries and the maintenance cost and ﬁnally
a sensitivity analysis will be presented.
6.2 Investment evaluation
In this section an assessment of the value of a solar-ORC plant in economic
terms is presented, some indicators of performances for the possible invest-
ment for a solar power plant are presented. The objective of the economic
analysis can be viewed as the determination of the least cost method of
meeting the energy need, considering both solar and non-solar alternatives.
For solar energy processes, the problem is to determine the size of the solar
energy system that gives the lowest cost combination of solar and auxil-
iary energy. To simplify the analyses, we deﬁne the plant lifetime to be 25
years, this is the time for the considered investment or the time for which
the incentive tariﬀ are applied to the plant. Diﬀerent approaches of doing
economic evaluations, with emphasis on the life-cycle savings method will be
discussed. This latter considers the time value of money and allows detailed
consideration of the complete range of costs. It is introduced by an outline
of cost considerations, note of economic parameters of merit (design crite-
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ria), and comments on design variables which are important in determining
system economics.
6.2.1 Economic parameters of merit
Net present Value (NPV) or Net present Worth (NPW)
In ﬁnance, the NPV or NPW are deﬁned as the sum of the present values
of the incoming and outgoing cash ﬂows over a period, in other words both
terms are referred to the diﬀerence between costs and income or returns
over a period. The time value of money dictates that time has an impact
on the value of cash ﬂows. The decrease in the current value of future cash
ﬂows is based on the market dictated rate of return. More technically, cash
ﬂows of nominal equal value over a time series result in diﬀerent eﬀective
value cash ﬂows that makes future cash ﬂows less valuable over time. The
NPV is determined by calculating the costs (negative cash ﬂows) and beneﬁts
(positive cash ﬂows) for each period of an investment. The period is typically
one year. After the cash ﬂow for each period is calculated, the present value
(PV) of each one is achieved by discounting its future value at a periodic rate
of return. NPV is the sum of all the discounted future cash ﬂows. Because
of its simplicity, NPV is a useful tool to determine whether a project or
investment will result in a net proﬁt or a loss. A positive value for the NPV
results in a proﬁt and the investment is worthwhile, while a negative value
results in a loss thus, the investment will not yield the desired return as
represented by the discount rate employed in the present worth calculation.
The NPV measures the excess or shortfall of cash ﬂows, in PV terms, above
the cost of funds. In a theoretical situation of unlimited capital budgeting a
company should pursue every investment with a positive NPV. However, in
practical terms a company’s capital constraints limit investments to projects
with the highest NPV whose cost cash ﬂows, or initial cash investment, do
not exceed the company’s capital [149]. NPV is a central tool in Discount
Cash Flow (DCF) analysis and is a standard method for using the time
value of money to appraise long-term projects. It is widely used throughout
economics, ﬁnance, and accounting. The concepts over mentioned can be
formulated mathematically using (6.1):
NPV = Rt1 + it (6.1)
NPV represents the cash inﬂow or outﬂow discounted back to its PV, then
they are summed. Therefore, NPV is the sum of all the terms given in (3.5).




1 + it (6.2)
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where length of the analysis period (N), Net cash ﬂow (Rt) over the period (t)
and Discount Rate (i).
Internal Rate of Return (IRR) or Economic Rate of Return (ERR)
The IRR or ERR is a rate of return used in capital budgeting to measure
and compare the proﬁtability of investments. It is also called the discounted
cash ﬂow rate of return (DCFROR). In the context of savings and loans,
the IRR is also called the eﬀective interest rate. The term internal refers to
the fact that its calculation does not incorporate environmental factors (e.g.,
the interest rate or inﬂation). The internal rate of return on an investment
or project is the "annualized eﬀective compounded return rate" or rate of
return that makes the net present value of all cash ﬂows (both positive
and negative) from a particular investment equal to zero. It can also be
deﬁned as the discount rate at which the present value of all future cash
ﬂow is equal to the initial investment or in other words the rate at which an
investment breaks even. In more speciﬁc terms, the IRR of an investment
is the discount rate at which the net present value of costs (negative cash
ﬂows) of the investment equals the net present value of the beneﬁts (positive




1 + IRRt = 0 (6.3)
Pay Back Period (PBP)
The PBP in capital budgeting refers to the period required to recover the
funds spent in an investment, or to reach the break-event point. All else be-
ing equal, shorter payback periods are preferable to longer payback periods.
Payback period is popular due to its ease of use. The term is also widely used
in other types of investment areas, often with respect to energy eﬃciency
technologies, maintenance, upgrades, or other changes. Although primarily
a ﬁnancial term, the concept of a payback period is occasionally extended
to other uses, such as energy payback period (the period over which the en-
ergy savings of a project equals the amount of energy absorbed since project
inception); these other terms may not be standardized or widely used. In





1 + it = 0 (6.4)
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Least Cost Solar Energy (LCSE)
The Least cost solar energy method is suitable for systems in which solar
energy is the only energy resource. The system yielding least cost can be
deﬁned as that showing minimum owning and operating cost over the life
of the system, considering solar energy only. However, the optimum design
of a combined solar plus auxiliary energy system based on minimum total
cost of delivering energy will generally be diﬀerent from that based on least
cost solar energy, and the use of least cost solar energy as a criterion is
not recommended for systems using solar in combination with other energy
sources.
Life Cycle Cost (LCC)
The LCC is the sum of all the costs associated with an energy delivery system
over its lifetime or over a selected period of analysis, in today’s currency,
and considers the time value of money. The basic idea of life-cycle costs is
that anticipated future costs are brought back to present cost (discounted)
by calculating how much would have to be invested at a market discount
rate to have the funds available when they will be needed. A life-cycle cost
analysis includes inﬂation when estimating future expenses. This method
can include only major cost items or as many details as may be signiﬁcant.
Annualized Life Cycle Cost (ALCC)
The ALCC is the average yearly outﬂow of money (outgoing cashﬂow). The
actual ﬂow varies with year, but the sum over the period of an economic
analysis can be converted to a series of equal payments in today’s currency
that are equivalent to the varying series. The same ideas apply to an ALCC.
6.3 Costs
The cost shall be analyzed separately for both systems, the overall estimate
of the solar-ORC plant has been studied using an approach similar to that
presented by Bocci et al in [150]. The cost for the ORC has been estimated
using design know-how gained by working on the experimental facility, while
that of the solar system has been estimate with reference to the standards of
solar process economics according to which; the buying and installation of
a solar power system include the delivered price of the equipments such as
collectors, pipings (pipes, ducts and ﬁttings), storage unit, heat exchangers,
blowers, controls as well as the components of the ORC loop such as: pumps,
expander, heat exchangers and the related pipings. In evaluating the cost of
the system, we must also include the cost of installation as well as the cost
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of maintenance, cost of structures to support collectors. The installation
cost of a plant can be considered as the sum of two terms; one proportional
to the collector area, and the other independent of the collector area as in
(6.5) see [132]:
CS = CAA + CE (6.5)
where Total installation cost (CS) in AC , cost of area dependent equipment
(CA) AC/m2 include purchase and installation of the collector and storage
system, collector surface Area (A) collector area in m2 and cost of non
area dependent equipment (CE) in AC includes costs of controls, construction
or erection equipments’ to the installation site. Operating costs are also
included, these consists of auxiliaries and costs of operating the pumps and
blowers generally deﬁned as cost for parasitic energy already include in the
calculation of the net produced energy in the particular case.
6.3.1 Cost of the ORC unit
Estimating a market price for a small scale ORC is not easy due to the ab-
sence of reference installations. Generally, ORC producers have in stock only
groups of larger dimensions (medium size plants) used to recover the surplus
heat produced from industrial processes which is usually in the range of 400
and 1500kW. In the case, of powers up to 10 kWe, the producers, today,
rarely have such options in production. From our experience in developing
ORC prototypes, it is estimated that an average price for low power ORC
can be ﬁxed at 5000AC/kW , this include the cost of the single components
generally obtainable from the HVAC sector: pump, expander, HE and aux-
iliaries like pipings, inverter and the control board. This price is quite high,
but it is reliable if considered the industrial development of such technol-
ogy. With an eye on the future it is easy to understand that if the low
power generators will be required by the market extensively, for example as
a main component of a small scale solar power system, the prices will have
a considerable reduction.
6.3.2 Cost of the solar collectors
The overall price of the solar collectors cover most of the total price of the
plant. Depending on the particular technology adopted, the panels have a
wide range of possible market prices. Our choice to use evacuated tubes
with a high eﬃciency curve leads to an average price of 400AC/m2.
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6.3.3 Cost of dry cooler and auxiliaries
The cost of the auxiliaries includes the heat exchanger of the solar circuit,
the circulation pumps and the dry cooler. It is possible to estimate an
overall price of 2500AC for those components. Diﬀerent is the case when
thought of an auxiliary boiler and thermal storage, in this case, the cost of
the auxiliaries should be re-evaluated.
6.3.4 Maintenance cost
The typology of plant adopted does not need an excess of maintenance work
per year, but a minimal revision and some stops during the activity is indis-
pensable. Generally, if properly respected, ordinary maintenance schedule
will be suﬃcient to keep the system operational yearly. An overall cost for
maintenance of 200AC/year is considered reasonable for this application.
6.3.5 Total plant cost
Summing the costs of materials and installation it is possible to consider an
overall cost of the plant of 67500AC. In this context, it is important to take
in account that the Italian legislation consider a deduction in case of energy
upgrading of buildings, and for solar panels installation. Taking advantage
of this deduction, it is possible to save in taxes the 65% of the plant costs.
The savings are returned to the administrator in the form of 10 equal rates
distributed one per year for 10 years. In the speciﬁc case, this means that
it is possible to receive a reduction in taxes of 4380AC a year for 10 years,
considering that the cost of the plant would be of 43875AC.
6.4 Incentives for solar power plants
In Italy, the incentives for solar power plants were regulated by the de-
cree Ministerial decree of 11 April published 30 April 2008, titled "Criteri
e modalità per incentivare la produzione di energia elettrica da fonte solare
mediante cicli termodinamici" [151]. The decree deﬁnes the modality and
entity of the resources made available to produce electricity from solar en-
ergy through thermodynamic cycles. The application of the incentives is
demanded to the Gestore dei Servizi Energetici (GSE). The GSE is an Ital-
ian corporation, controlled by the Ministry of Economy and Finance, which
provides economic incentives to produce electricity from renewable sources
and provide information to promote the culture of energy use compatible
with sustainable needs of the environment. The GSE also plays a central
role in fostering and development of renewable sources in Italy.
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6.4.1 Access policies to incentives
As explained in [152], the incentive tariﬀs are available only for solar ther-
mal plants, including hybrid, of new construction. There are therefore no
subjects of the incentives power plants already existing or existing plants
upgraded. The tariﬀs can be added to the selling price of electricity. The
maximum capacity eligible for incentives, including the solar part of the hy-
brid plants, it corresponds to 2500000m2 of cumulative intercepting surface.
In case of hybrid plants the tariﬀ covers only the fraction of production
corresponding to solar generation. Hybrids are considered the power plants
that produce electricity from a variety of sources even diﬀerent than solar
one, they can be renewable or not. For the installations whose only source is
solar thermal power, or whose integration fraction of solar energy is less than
15%, the incentive energy is the net power output of the plant, expressed
as:
P = Pnet = Pg − Waux (6.6)
where Net power generated (Pnet), gross Energy (Pg) and Work done to drive
the auxiliaries (Waux).
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6.4.2 The tariﬀs
The incentive mechanism rewards with special tariﬀs the net electricity gen-
erated for a period of 25 years. Rates remain constant in currency through-
out the incentive period. The incentives are recognized only for the net
production of electricity due to the solar power P, calculated by subtracting
from the total production the part attributable to other sources of energy,
whichever greater than 15% of the total as in Table 6.1. If instead the inte-
grative fraction is less or equal to 15% the fee is paid for the total production.
Surface (m2) Integration fraction (%) Tariﬀ (AC/kWh)
s < 2500 < 15 0.36
15 < x < 50 0.32
x> 50 0.30
s > 2500 < 15 0.32
15 < x < 50 0.30
x > 50 0.27
Table 6.1: incentive tariﬀs based on total surface used.
Where s is the cumulative intercepting surface of the solar collectors
and x the fraction of production corresponding to solar generation. In the
considered case, it is possible to assume an incentive of 0.36AC/kWh for a
period of 25 years as gain to sum to the saving of the unpurchased electricity
and the eventual sold surplus.
6.5 Cost of electricity
The saving of electricity due to the production and self-consumption can
be calculated using the average cost of electricity for private clients. This
value is a statistical parameter calculated year by year. The most values for
the case of Italy were presented at the assembly of Senators in a memorial
available on the web site of the Autorità per l’energia elettrica il gas e il sis-
tema idrico [153]. The data for Italy and for the other UE country members
are elaborated by the Eurostat, a work group of the European commission
with the task of elaborating independent statistics of interest for each Eu-
ropean country. According to Eurostat, the price the ﬁnal user would pay
for electricity in Italy has been summarized in Table 6.2 for the year 2014
(elaborated from [153]) . For our purpose the ﬁnal price for electricity used
is 0.23AC/kWh. With a similar procedure, it is possible to decide a price to
the sold part of net energy not used. In our case the energy production sold
to the energy national system can be considered priced at 0.13AC/kWh.
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consume (kWh/yr) tax free (AC/kWh) taxed (AC/kWh)
< 1000 0.207 0.292
1000 < & < 2500 0.143 0.211
2500 < & < 5000 0.150 0.239
5000 < & < 15000 0.182 0.297
> 15000 0.209 0.331
Table 6.2: cost of electricity in AC/kWh produced.
6.6 Thermal energy production
So far, the only valuable output of the plant considered is the electricity
produced by theORC cycle. It is to consider that the heat dissipated from the
condenser could have a value for the user if a need of medium-low tempera-
ture water is required like hot water production for both ambient heating
and sanitary water. In this case, the system can be considered to operate
in cogeneration mode. In the case considered it has been ssumed that all
the heat is recovered and consumed. A value of 0.05AC/kWh for the thermal
energy has been considered.
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6.7 Cash ﬂow analyses
In the following section the cash ﬂows for the investment are calculated using
(6.4). Three scenarios have been considered for the incoming cash ﬂow: in
the ﬁrst case, all the produced electricity is self consumed, in the second
case, all the electricity produced is sold and an intermediate case where part
of the produced electricity is self consumed in a 50% ratio of the total. In
the analysis, the thermal energy is considered as valuable with a price of
0.05AC/kWh. The considered time of the investment is 25 years. In this
analysis, the discount rate chosen is 1.17%, this value is the present interest
rate on government bonds. In the following table the gains for each month
are presented in Table 6.3.
month Net prod Thermal energy Incentive Price for thermal prod
[kWh] [kWh] [AC] [AC]
Jan 50.88 1056.63 18.32 52.83
Feb 81.98 1570.98 29.51 78.55
Mar 172.96 2542.81 62.27 127.14
Apr 235.1 3304.13 84.63 165.21
May 287.43 4217.42 103.48 210.87
Jun 308.36 4607.24 111.01 230.36
Jul 342.68 5149.36 123.37 257.47
Aug 322.72 4837.94 116.18 241.90
Sep 258.29 3801.18 92.98 190.06
Oct 146.43 2530.56 52.72 126.53
Nov 95.76 1690.57 34.47 84.53
Dec 31.10 942.64 11.20 47.13
Tot 2333.68 36251.45 840.13 1812.57
Table 6.3: annual plant energy production and cash ﬂow.
By producing 2334 kWh/year of electric energy it is possible to consider
the beneﬁt in self-use of electricity, the selling or an intermediate situation.
The savings for self-consumption amounts to 537AC/kWh, in case of total
sale, 303AC/kWh, while the case of half self-consume and half sale results to
420AC/kWh savings [154]. For the three cases the total income cash ﬂow are
presented in Table 6.4.
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parameter consumption sold consumption-sold 50%
PBP 9 10 10
NPV 38430 33900 36165
IRR 0.076 0.070 0.073
Table 6.4: cash ﬂow analyses for the reference plant.
6.8 Sensitivity analysis
In this section a sensitivity analysis has been carried out to analyze the
inﬂuence of the variability of some of the main design parameters on other
representative indicators of energy eﬃciency and economic feasibility. In
particular, the sensitivity analysis would consider the following scenarios.
• variation of plant cost
• variation of collector eﬃciency
• variation of plant location
6.8.1 Variation of plant cost
To consider the variability of market prices for the components over the
time, two diﬀerent situations are considered. An increase of the overall
cost of the plant of 10% and a reduction of the same entity are considered.
The importance of this analysis dwell in the contribution to understand the
importance of the evolution of the prices in the long-term investment. In
Table 6.5 the plant costs are presented.
parameter unit cost consumption sold consumption-sold 50%
+10% ref cost [AC] 74250 3166.11 2956.08 3061.09
PBP [year] - + 1 0 0
NPV [%] - -5.36 -6.04 -5.68
IRR [%] - -11.20 -11.63 -11.40
-10% ref cost [AC] 60750 3166.11 2956.08 3061.09
PBP [year] - 0 -1 -1
NPV [%] - +5.09 +5.69 +5.37
IRR [%] - +11.93 +12.30 +12.10
Table 6.5: annual cash ﬂow analyses and economic parameters as plant cost
is varied.
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Figure 6.1: comparison of the cumulated cash ﬂow considering plant cost
variation.
6.8.2 Variation of collector eﬃciency
The main characteristic of a solar panel is its eﬃciency and this can be
correlated to a temperature diﬀerence for each value of global irradiance
according to the following formula:
η = η0 − C1 (Tm − Tamb)
G




Where η0, C1 and C2 are respectively; the intercept eﬃciency, the ﬁrst and
second order eﬃciency coeﬃcients. Their values are a characteristic of the
particular panel and are calculated experimentally by the producer. A vari-
ation of the coeﬃcients is equivalent to altering the characteristic curve of
the panel. In particular, parameter η0 graphically represents the intercept
of the eﬃciency curve with the ordinate axis. An alteration of η0 represents
a shift of the whole curve vertically, meaning an equivalent modiﬁcation of
the eﬃciency. For this analysis, it is chosen to improve the panel eﬃciency
by 10% by considering a +10%. Doing so, means to change the panels and
substitute them with more eﬃcient ones. Being more eﬃcient also means
being expensive, in other words, a more eﬃcient solar system will be more
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expensive. For the reference case, an initial value of η0 equal to 0.675 has
been considered, then modiﬁed to 0.775.
month Net prod Thermal energy Incentive Price for thermal prod
[kWh] [kWh] [AC] [AC]
Jan 73.54 1116.54 26.48 55.83
Feb 127.99 1781.41 46.08 89.07
Mar 230.38 2904.42 82.94 145.22
Apr 310.36 3777.88 111.73 188.89
May 379.35 4815.97 136.57 240.80
Jun 406.81 5264.42 146.45 263.22
Jul 450.78 5886.42 162.28 294.28
Aug 424.46 5538.19 152.81 276.91
Sep 340.04 4356.92 122.41 217.85
Oct 197.77 2874.99 71.20 143.75
Nov 130.70 1921.83 47.05 96.09
Dec 55.87 985.65 20.11 49.28
Tot 3128.07 41223.90 1126.11 2061.19
Table 6.6: annual plant energy production and corresponding savings for
collector type variation.
parameter unit consumption sold consumption-sold 50%
+10% η0 [AC/kWh] 3875.48 3593.95 3731.71
Diﬀerence [%] 22.41 21.58 22.01
PBP [year] -1 -1 -1
NPV [%] +37.33 +37.27 +32.44
IRR [%] +28.46 +28.47 +20.40
Table 6.7: annual cash ﬂow analyses in the case collectors of diﬀerent eﬃ-
ciency are considered.
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In Figure 6.2, it is possible to see the diﬀerence between the two pan-
els eﬃciency for irradiance of 1000 W/m2. As expected, the performance
of the improved collectors are higher in particular there is a net improve-
ment of productivity especially in the colder month of the year. The overall
productivity of net energy increases from a starting value of the reference
simulation of 2333 kWh/year through 3128 kWh/year see Table 6.6. From
the economic point of view, there is a net advantage in terms of cash ﬂows
higher than 20% points for all the considered cases in favor of the higher
eﬃciency panel, regarding the PBP; all three cases present a one year gain
for the PBP. For the other two performance parameters, the NPV presents
a net diﬀerence higher than 30% points while the IRR presents a diﬀerence
higher than 20% points for all three cases. Table 6.7
Figure 6.2: comparison of the cumulated cash ﬂow considering collectors of
diﬀerent eﬃciency.
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6.8.3 Variation of plant location
This analysis aims at assessing the inﬂuence on the system location like
the weather conditions (radiation and temperature) on the overall energy
and economic performance as they are proportionally related to the gener-
ated electric power. In the following simulation, it has been chosen to use
weather data of Sicily with solar radiation 20% higher than the reference
location (Trieste)the analyses in terms of energy production and the relative
savings are shown in Table 6.8. From Table 6.8, it can be observed as ex-
month Net prod Thermal energy Incentive Price for thermal prod
[kWh] [kWh] [AC] [AC]
Jan 104.34 1721.94 37.56 86.10
Feb 170.20 2368.73 61.27 118.44
Mar 257.90 3401.83 92.85 170.09
Apr 311.86 4081.13 112.27 204.06
May 334.68 4523.67 120.49 226.18
Jun 360.37 5048.90 129.73 252.44
Jul 332.78 5057.18 119.80 252.86
Aug 315.46 4836.10 113.57 241.81
Sep 306.13 4287.41 109.85 214.37
Oct 226.46 3395.51 81.52 169.78
Nov 146.63 2262.93 52.79 113.15
Dec 100.92 1730.11 36.33 86.51
Tot 2966.74 42715.43 1068.03 2135.77
Table 6.8: annual plant energy production and corresponding savings as
plant location is varied.
pected that, the higher the solar radiation available (Sicily), the higher the
amount of thermal energy produced by solar thermal collectors, the higher
the net energy produced by the ORC generator. As visible in Table 6.9, the
diﬀerence in terms of energy produced and eﬃciency is not negligible. The
correct location of any kind of plants using solar energy is a parameter of
prime importance. From the economic point of view, there is a net advan-
tage in terms of cash ﬂows for both indexes (NPV and IRR) with values
higher than 20% points, on the contrary, regarding the PBP; the case of
the self-consumed energy presents almost no signiﬁcant variation while, the
remaining two cases present a one year gain in the payback time. In the
table, the header for example, ηcoll is referred to the diﬀerence in collector
eﬃciency between the case of Sicily and that of Trieste. The same holds for
the other parameters ηORC and ηOverall.
η = ηSicily − ηTrieste (6.8)
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parameter unit consumption sold consumption-sold 50%
+20% irradiance [AC/kWh] 3856.48 3589.47 3722.98
Diﬀerence [%] 21.80 21.43 21.62
PBP [year] 0 -1 -1
NPV [%] +20.81 +21.08 +20.94
IRR [%] +24.60 +25.04 +24.80
Table 6.9: annual cash ﬂow analyses as plant location is varied.
From the economic point of view, there is a net advantage in terms of
cash ﬂows for both indexes (NPV and IRR) with values higher than 20%
points, on the contrary, regarding the PBP; the case of the self-consumed
energy presents almost no signiﬁcant variation while, the remaining two
cases present a one year gain in the payback time. Table 6.10 expresses
month ηcoll ηORC ηOverall
[%] [%] [%]
Jan 15.56 29.36 59.80
Feb 12.58 29.14 63.59
Mar 8.65 6.32 20.30
Apr 4.84 4.54 12.20
May 1.23 6.11 9.35
Jun 4.04 4.33 10.60
Jul 0.46 0.55 1.44
Aug 0.45 1.64 2.43
Sep 3.37 2.70 7.83
Oct 8.89 8.67 24.64
Nov 10.91 6.88 26.15
Dec 23.14 39.50 94.97
Ave 7.96 11.28 27.13
Table 6.10: diﬀerence in performance (eﬃciencies) as plant location is varied.
the diﬀerences in percentages, in eﬃciencies between the reference location
(Trieste) and compared location (Sicily).
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Figure 6.3: comparison of the cumulated cash ﬂow as plant location is varied.
6.9 Concluding remarks
As earlier discussed, solar panel have a wide market price, the high eﬃ-
ciency evacuated tube solar collectors considered in study have an average
price of 400AC/m2 while the ORC module is estimated at 5000AC/kW . The
overall proposed solar-ORC plant cost results to be quite consistent espe-
cially if intended solely for power generation, in this case, an ORC module
with generation capacity in the range 10-15 kW may be quite interesting.
In particular, the cost of the ORC could be realistic (less than 5000AC/kW )
if we consider industrial production. This cost could be more realistic if we
consider a high volume industrial production of its components (heat ex-
changer, pumps and expanders: available in the HVAC ﬁeld). For the ORC
modules of power range lower than 5 kW as the case studied, the prospective
of operating in cogeneration mode: combining electricity production with a
medium temperature thermal production ﬁnds maximum beneﬁts if there is
a substantial demand in this range of temperatures, such as for the heating
of swimming pools or other domestic needs in low-temperature. The system
eﬃciency can be further increased if operated in trigeneration mode, the use
of the hot water returning from the ORC still at high enough temperature to
feed an absorption machine thus reducing system cost by including the sav-
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ings in refrigeration that can be relevant. From this analysis we can conﬁrm
that solar-ORC systems with electric eﬃciencies of about 10% can allow to
achieve economic savings of about 15% and can be attractive only with the
adoption of incentive schemes as in th e case of fuel cost reduction.
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CONCLUSION
In the present study, the ORC has been employed as the conversion technol-
ogy for the exploitation of low grade heat as primary energy source, which,
like industrial waste heat are more often unexploited for the generation of
electricity. Although the ORC is not a new technology for energy conver-
sion, its application for micro size systems are presently found either as
experimental or laboratory prototypes yet to gain technological maturity.
To contribute to the development and feasibility of these systems: the state
of the art on ORC has been analyzed, a simulation model has been devel-
oped to study the system, experimental activities have been performed on
some key components that make up the system as well as on an ORC pro-
totype, the prototype has been integrated to a solar ﬁeld then tested and,
an economic evaluation has been carried out providing indications on the
possible economic savings achievable with ORC for energy production from
renewable souces.
From the study, it emerges that ORC’s can be used to exploit in a convenient
manner low grade heat sources that are generally not exploited by other tra-
ditional technologies. In particular, more interesting is the coupling of an
ORC module to renewable energy sources, a prospective that is supported
by environmental issues given the present global scenario with increasing
consumption of fossil fuels as primary sources of energy. Furthermore, the
reduction of CO2 emissions resulting from the energy will render energy gen-
eration sustainable. Other than exploiting low grade heat, small ORC’s can
conveniently be used for heat recovery from industrial waste as well as waste
heat from internal combustion engines ICE. In the case of low grade heat
exploitation, the critical components (pumps, expanders) of the ORC should
be properly designed for the speciﬁc application in order to obtain higher
conversion eﬃciencies. In the case of waste heat recovery, the temperatures
of the heat source are generally higher, as such even by employing devices
directly derived from the automotive and the HVAC ﬁeld or conventional
components, the maximum achievable eﬃciencies can be obtained.
According to the literature analyzes carried out in this thesis considering sys-
tems between 1-10kWe power range discussed in chapter two, the choice of
the working ﬂuid varies from case to case and depends on the particular ap-
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plication and conditions in which the system operates. The scroll expander
has been seen to be suitable for very small systems generally <10kWe pro-
duction while the screw and vane type expanders are preferable for systems
up to a 100kWe. In terms of the HE, the analyzes suggests the use of PHEs
for small size plants, while the shell and tube types could be suitable for
medium and large size plants and regarding applications, renewable sources
such as solar, geothermal and biofuels as well as waste heat from industrial
processes and internal combustion engines are potential heat sources for a
micro power ORC.
After the theoretical analyses carried out, a process simulation model of a
micro ORC system and its integration in a solar thermal plant has been
implemented and discussed in chapter three, a preliminary model developed
in EES for the simulation of the ORC has been used to predict the perfor-
mance of the system and behavior at diﬀerent operating conditions. The
model can be conveniently exploited to study the system behavior in a re-
liable manner in the most diﬀerent operating conditions without having to
conduct each of the experimental tests that can sometimes be lengthy and
diﬃcult to perform.
For the integration of the ORC to a real application a speciﬁc model has
been developed to study the coupling of the prototype to a solar ﬁeld imple-
mented in a combined simulation solver Trnsys - EES platform. The model
developed for the solar - ORC has been used to show the dependency of elec-
tricity production on the amount of solar irradiance available at the collector
surface. The model can be used at the design phase to evaluate the solar
energy available for any desired geographical plant location and provides a
useful tool for the evaluation of how much of this available energy can be
transformed into electricity as well as the amount of hot water that can be
produced for heating purposes.
The results of the experimental analyses performed on the laboratory proto-
type presented in chapter ﬁve have allowed the characterization of some key
components and the ORC prototype itself. The tests were organized to ver-
ify the maximum yields obtainable from the ORC prototype for a given heat
source by considering a wide temperature range for the heat source. So far,
from the measurements on the test bench presented in chapter ﬁve, the gen-
erated electric power obtained is close to 2kW with an electrical eﬃciency of
about 10% (for the RORC architecture) in line with microgeneration plants
of similar size that exploit low grade heat. The tests have also enabled to
understand the system response at diﬀerent operating conditions thus en-
hancing the design of the optimized system.
The laboratory test carried on the pump test bench has also been useful for
the characterization of the pumps. The results of the tests have also allowed
to calculate the pump eﬃciency and to compute the power absorbed by the
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pump and the electric motor, this element is fundamental, given its eﬀect
on the system overall eﬃciency.
The result obtained from testing the built ORC prototype, coupled with a
system of solar collectors for electricity production allow assessment of the
potentiality of the technology for micro electric power generation from a
low temperature heat source. From the experimental measurements, though
the expander designed nominal power was not achieved, the peak electric
power obtained was about 1.4 kW, the possibility of achieving it seems to
be feasible by improving the prototype design. The conversion eﬃciency of
thesolar-ORC reached was slightly above 4%, a quite low value compared to
the simulated eﬃciency (12%) as well as the laboratory test eﬃciency (10%),
a possible cause to this loss could be the non neglible thermal losses about
30◦C measured across the collector pipings.
Finally, an economic analysis has been presented evaluating the cost of in-
stalling a solar - ORC. According to the analysis, the time to recover the
investment of an installed system is 10 years considering the Italian scheme
of incentives as the plan of investment. The analysis reveals that the cost
of the plant is consistent and that its reduction is one of the points of focus
to retract the return time of the investment in a value of greater interest,
especially, if compared with other competing technologies like solar photo-
voltaics with slightly higher system eﬃciencies. Nevertheless, if operated
in cogeneration mode, solar thermal plants could be interesting. The pro-
duction of hot water at low temperature is a strength of the system which
ﬁnds the maximum beneﬁt if there is a substantial demand in this range of
temperatures, such as for the heating of swimming pools or other needs in
low-temperature.
In the future it can be expected to study ORC systems of larger sizes con-
sidering the results presented in the thesis as a starting point, it will also be
interesting to study their behavior in coupling with other renewable sources
(like geothermal or biomass boiler) or even installing the ORC prototype to
recover heat from an internal combustion engine. The solar-ORC facility can
be improved by integrating a supplementary heater, for example, a biomass
boiler, and thermal storage in order to guarantee continuity thus covering
the hours of the day that are short of solar radiation. The system could, as
well, be thought of operating in trigeneration mode by supplying an absorp-
tion chiller with the high temperature water in the ORC cooling circuit for
ambient cooling, thus, improving overall system eﬃciency. The simulation
model could be improved by considering: the operation of the expander in
oﬀ design conditions and a more detailed model of the heat exchangers.
Apart from selecting a suitably designed expander for small ORC, the pump-
ing element should be selected taking into consideration especially the com-
patibility of the pump material and the viscosity of the working ﬂuid which
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usually result to leakage through the pump sealings. With the improve-
ments highlighted, higher eﬃciencies are expected to be obtained with the
prototype as well as with similar ORC of the size range. It will also be
interesting to perform a second principle (exergy) analysis to better evalu-
ate the real eﬃciency of the system. This approach could address potential
improvements of the ORC system, identifying the components where energy
is actually degraded
To conclude, the discussions presented in the work are going to contribute
to the diﬀusion and maturity of this technology, furthermore, the research
highlights the potentials of the ORC for the exploitation of low grade heat
and energy recovery from thermal wastes allowing achievable environmental
as well as economic beneﬁts. Nevertheless, more is yet to be done in order
that the ORC gains technological maturity.
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NOMENCLATURE
A collector surface Area
ALCC Annualized Life Cycle Cost
ALT Atmospheric Life Time
App Application
Arch Architecture
ATU Air Treatment Unit
C1 collector ﬁrst order loss coeﬃcient
C2 collector second order loss coeﬃcient
CA cost of area dependent equipment
CE cost of non area dependent equipment
CFC Chloroﬂuorocarbons
CH4 methane
CHP Combined Heat and Power
CO2 Carbon Dioxide
cp speciﬁc heat capacity
cps speciﬁc heat capacity primary circuit
cpw speciﬁc heat capacity secondary circuit
CS Total installation cost
dev developing
DCF Discount Cash Flow
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DoM Degree of Maturity
EES Engineering Equation Solver
ERR Economic Rate of Return
g acceleration due to gravity
G solar radiation
GHG Green House Gas
GSE Gestore dei Servizi Energetici
GUI Graphical User Interface
GWP Global Warming Potential
h1 enthalpy at pump inlet
h2 enthalpy at pump outlet
h3 enthalpy at evaporator inlet
h5 enthalpy at evaporator outlet
h6 enthalpy at expander inlet
h7 enthalpy at expander outlet










HTF Heat Transfered Fluid
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HVAC Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning
i Discount Rate
ICE Internal Combustion Engine
IRR Internal Rate of Return
LCSE Least Cost Solar Energy
LCC Life Cycle Cost
m mature
MED multi eﬀect distillation
MSF multi stage ﬂash
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology





NPV Net present Value
NPW Net present Worth
NRORC Non Regenerative Organic Rankine Cycle
ODP Ozone Depleting Potential
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
OFC Organic Flash Cycle
ORC Organic Rankine Cycle
p promising
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Pnet Net power generated
Pg gross Energy
PFC Perﬂuorocarbons
PHE Plate Heat Exchanger
pmax maximum cylinder pressure
PTC Parabolic Trough Concentrator
PV present value
Qs Solar energy made available to collectors
RO Reversed Osmosis
RORC Regenerative Organic Rankine Cycle
Rt Net cash ﬂow
SCHX Solar Collector Heat Exchanger
SORC Subcritical Organic Rankine Cycle
t period




TORC Transcritical Organic Rankine Cycle
T1 pump inlet temperature
T2 pump outlet temperature
T4 ﬂuid temperature at evaporation start
T7 Regenerator inlet temperature at the hotside
T8 Regenerator outlet temperature at the hotside
T9 ﬂuid temperature at condensation start
Tm collector mean temperature
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Tamb ambient temperature
Tc1 cooling water inlet temperature
Tc8 cooling water outlet temperature
Tc9 cooling water temperature at condensation start
Th3 heat exchanger inlet temperature
Th4 hot water temperation at evaporation start
Th5 heat exchanger outlet temperature
Th1 collector outlet temperature
Th2 collector inlet temperature
Tout collector outlet temperature
Tin collector inlet temperature
TSH super heating temperature
TSC sub cooling temperature
Trnsys Transient Simulation System
vp very promising
Waux Work done to drive the auxiliaries
WF Working Fluid




ΔTsc temperature diﬀerence across the collectors
ΔTw temperature diﬀerence in the secondary circuit
ΔTcw temperature diﬀerence in the cooling circuit
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ηcoll collector eﬃciency
ηOverall system overall eﬃciency
m˙ ﬂow rate
m˙ mass ﬂow rate
m˙f R245fa ﬂow rate
m˙a air ﬂow rate
m˙cw cooling water ﬂow rate
m˙c collector water ﬂow rate
m˙w collector water ﬂow rate
m˙hc heat carrier ﬂow rate
Q˙c thermal energy absorbed by the collector
Q˙s Solar energy made available to collectors
Q˙ORC ORC energy
Q˙aux Energy absorbed by auxiliaries
Q˙net Net Energy produced by the ORC unit
W˙CS power absorbed by the control system
W˙f power absorbed the dry cooler fan
W˙g power generated by expander
W˙e expander power
W˙net Net energy production
W˙p power absorbed by water pump
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